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S U M MARY

In this thesis the photochemical breakdown of

a relatively new class of polymers, the polysulphones,

has been investigated in some detail through one part¬

icular member of the family, poly (styrene-sulphone).

The behaviour of the polymer has been studied both in

solution and in the solid state: in solution through

viscosity change in both oxygen and nitrogen

atmospheres and in film by monitoring the rate of

'oxygen uptake or the rate of gas evolution. All

experiments were carried out under pyrex, thus

approximating to a normal weathering situation.

The photochemical behaviour of the polymer has

been compared with the parent compound, polystyrene

itself, and as expected by analogy with the poly-

ketones degrades with sulphur dioxide evolution.

A mechanism has been evolved describing the initial

stages of photodegradation which fits the observed

experimental data and illustrates the complexity of

what was originally believed to be a simple system.
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SUMMARY

In this thesis the photochemical breakdown of

a relatively new class of polymers, the polysulphones

has been investigated in some detail through one part

icular member of the family, poly (styrene-sulphone).

The behaviour of the polymer has been studied both in

solution and in the solid state: in solution through

viscosity change in both oxygen and nitrogen

atmospheres and in film by monitoring the rate of

'oxygen uptake or the rate of gas evolution. All

experiments were carried out under pyrex, thus

approximating to a normal weathering situation.

The photochemical behaviour of the polymer has

been compared with the parent compound, polystyrene

itself, and as expected by analogy with the poly-

ketones degrades with sulphur dioxide evolution.

A mechanism has been evolved describing the initial

stages of photodegradation which fits the observed

experimental data and illustrates the complexity of

what was originally believed to be a simple system.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1-A General Introduction

Polymeric materials are, or can be, extremely

useful materials which find applications in many different

walks of life. One has only to look at the diversity

of use to which the products of the Rubber and Plastic

Industries are put to see the truth of this statement.

A particular polymer will be used or developed

for a definite purpose according to its properties be

they, for example, advantageous mechanical properties,

lack of toxicity, pleasing appearance or whatever.

It is for this reason that much polymer research is

concentrated on studying polymer deterioration, the

degeneration of advantageous properties when the polymer

is subjected to various constraints.

Broadly speaking, there are two periods in the

life-span of a polymer during which deterioration may

occur either during fabrication or in the long-term

during storage and/or use. It is with this long-term

ageing of polymers that the work of this thesis is

concerned with particular reference to polystyrene and

poly (styrene-sulphone), a free-radically prepared
2) ~*>)

copolymer of styrene and sulphur-dioxide. '* '

The initiation of polymer degradation occurs

through the breaking of chemical bonds in the macromolecule

and /
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and hence in the formation of free-radicals. These

can undergo various reactions causing fundamental change

in the chemical composition of the polymer. A wide

variety of conditions can cause this effect. These

include oxygen, water, heat, ionizing radiation, chemica

agents, biological agents and mechanical stress, all of

which can either singly or in varying combinations cause

failure. Before discussing these, however, it is

proposed to discuss the effect the structure of the

polymer itself has upon the rate at which deterioration

occurs.

1-B Structural Effects

(l) The Effect of Chemical Structure

The energy required to break a particular bond

in a polymer, and hence the rate of polymer deterior¬

ation, depends on the particular orientation of that

bond in the macromolecular matrix. Frequently the

rate-determining step in polymer degradation is

cleavage of a carbon-hydrogen bond ana it is known

that the strength of such bonds varies as shown (Pig. 1)

H H H
I t »

X-C-X < X-C-X / X-C-H
I I I
X H H

- Pig. 1 -
The types of constituents (marked X above) can also

influence the ease of hydrogen abstraction. ^
1) S)

Polystyrene is found to be unusually stable J'

an effect /



an effect attributable either to shielding by the large
6)

phenyl groups ' or to loss of resonance energy caused

by the overcrowding of the phenyl groups in the polymer
ry N ^ \

matrix. ' Hansen et al ' have further shown that

the induction period for the oxidative degradation

of polystyrene-type polymers is greatly diminished if

methylenegroups are introduced between the phenyl groups
and the main chain.

(2) The Effect of Physical Structure

Polymer morphology has an important effect on

failure rate as this shov/s a strong dependence on

the degree of crystallinity in the macromolecular

matrix. The effect degree of crystallinity has

on the rate of deterioration of polyolefins has. been

extensively studied. '' ' Studies have also
9)

been made on some other polymers. '

1-C Conditions which cause Polymer Degradation

(1) Heat

(a) Pyroiytic Degradation

The first truly systematic invesxigation of

purely thermal polymer degradation was carried out

by Grassie and Melville on poly (methyl-methacrylate).

It is not the purpose of this introduction to deal

with heat as the physical agency causing polymer

deterioration but it is worth mentioning the main

pathways by which, in the absence of other contributory

factors /
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factors such as oxygen, thermal degradation can occur.

There are two extreme methods by which thermal

degradation can occur. Firstly the polymer may

depolymerize, that is sequential monomer elimination
or unzipping may occur. This is well illustrated

in the case of poly (methyl-methacrylate) where the

polymer readily unzips in VACUO (after initial free-

radical production) with a 95?° monomer yield. (Fig. 2)

CH, CH-, 'CH-
I I ^ »

_*NVWt— CH0 - C - 0Ho - C« -wwvtv- CK0 - C»+ CIIQ = 0(CH,)C00CH<L
j <L j d % d 0

CH,0 CK-0 CK,03 3 3
- Fig. 2 -

This type of reaction is characterized by rapid

volatilization with little change in Molecular Weight.

It is favoured when tertiary carbon atoms are present

in the skeletal structure of the polymer and is typical

of the methacrylates except in rars cases where

a more easily eliminated grouping is present. An

example of this would be poly (t-butyl—methacrylate)
11)

v/here isobutene is readily eliminated on heating. '

Sequential elimination can also occur without

monomer loss. The classic illustration of this

process is poly (vinyl-chloride) which degrades under

thermal conditions with the production of hydrogen

chloride and a highly conjugated, coloured, polymeric

residue.

Secondly, random scission may predominate with

the formation /



the formation of low Molecular Weight polymer frag¬

ments. Such a process is well-illustrated in the
12)

experiments of Wall et al, ' where the residues

of the vacuum pyrolysis of "both linear and branched

polyethylene showed only a trace of ethylene monomer.

Such reactions are characterized by a rapid fall in

Molecular Weight with little or no weight loss at

sub-volatilization temperatures.

Unfortunately most polymers do not degrade

under pyrolytic conditions in such readily classifi¬

able manners. A typical example is polystyrene which

degrades with around a 40c/o yield of monomer on

vacuum pyrolysis. ^ The conclusion is that poly¬

styrene degrades preferentially at the ends 'with a

superimposed random scission component.

The pyrolytic degradation of both 1:1 ana 2:1

poly (styrene-sulphone) has also been investigated at

temperatures between 300°C and 350°G using mass

15)
spectroscopic techniques. ' liere sequential monomer

elimination is the dominant process but there is some

evidence of aimer and higher oligomer formation

particularly in the 2:1 case.

(b) Thermal Oxidative Degradation

Autoxidation is the name given to the free-
»

radical degradation process which occurs in an oxygen

atmosphere to both high and low Molecular Weight species
O

between about Room Temperature and 150 0. It comprises

a slow initiation process followed by an autocatalytic

acceleration /
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acceleration reaction before finally subsiding.

The mechanism of the autoxidation of low Mole¬

cular Weight hydrocarbons has been extensively studied
16), 17) an£ j_s extremely important in as much as it

forms the basis by which all such reactions can be

rationalized. Pigure 3 shows a simplified reaction

scheme. Initiation comprises free-radical production

through bond cleavage and is always a problem to explain

in detail.

INITIATION ^ R* (and R02»)
PROPAGATION R* + 02 RC>2 *

R02- + RE ROOK + R-
TERMINATION 2R-

'

R* + R02- L —> TERMINATING SPECIES
2R02'

- Pig. 3 -

Propagation occurs through the reaction of these free-

radicals firstly through reaction with molecular oxygen

to peroxy radicals and then by further reaction to

hydroperoxides with the formation of chain carriers.

Termination consists of the mutual addition of free

radicals to form dead polymer molecules. This

mechanism will be discussed in greater detail with

particular reference to photochemical oxidation

reactions at a later stage.

There is some evidence that traces of hydro¬

peroxide in the skeletal structure of the polymer

leads to ready reaction initiation. ^ It is also

believed /



believed that during autoxidation reactions a stage

is reached where hydroperoxide concentration attains

a critical value, the species being formed in close

enough proximity to associate through hydrogen

bonding, hence leading to a bimolecular decomposition

and to more rapid reaction initiation. 18)»19) (pig. 4)

LOW TEMPERATURE

OR HIGH
H

CONCENTRATION \

2R - 0 - 0 - H n R-0-0 H-0-0

s HIGH TEMPERATURE^ OR DILUTION ^
2R0 * + 2H0• RO' + H20 + R00*

MONOMOLECULAR BIMOLECULAR

- Pig. 4 -

Hydroperoxides play a critical role in polymer
18)

oxidation reactions. ' It is also worth noting

that styrene raonomer copolymerises weakly with oxygen

yme:

18)

O A \

forming a 1:1 copolymer ' which is a weak free

radical initiator.

Very little research has been done into the

thermal oxidative reactions of polysulphones but

pyrolytic investigations indicate that the pyrolysis

of polymers with Aromatic Rings in the chains formed

by flexible groups such as - S02 - and mixtures of
- S02 - and - 02 - are relatively stable at high

21)
temperatures. ' More recent studies of the thermal

oxidation of commercial "Polysulphone" (Pig. 5) indicates

that "Polysulphone" is essentially inert to both air
o 2 21

and oxygen below 140 C. ' The surprising stability

of /



of polystyrene to oxidative degradation has already

been discussed. ^^^^^^1^^

CH., 0
I ^ |(
C 00 o -0- S -0- 0 -^WV
CH3 0

— Fig. 5 —

(2) Biological Agents

A variety of organisms cause biological polymer

degradation. These include bacteria, fungi, marine

animals and borers of many types. They attack both

natural and synthetic polymers but whereas natural

polymers are biodegradable many synthetic polymers,

of which polystyrene is an example, are resistant to

microbial attack.

(3) Chemical Agents

(a) Ozone

Apart from oxygen, ozone is the most destructive

chemical to which polymers are exposed during their

useful life. Ozone is produced in the upper atmosphere

by the ultraviolet photolysis of oxygen and is found

near the Earth's surface as the result of winds.

A higher relative percentage of ozone is found in areas

with a smog problem. It is believed that in such

areas nitric oxide from, for example, ear exhaust is

oxidised to nitrogen dioxide which is in its tur-n

photochemically reduced with the production of an

oxygen /



oxygen atom. This atom will, in the presence of some

catalyst, combine with molecular oxygen forming ozone.

Certainly it has been shown that mixtures of low Mole¬
cular Weight hydrocarbons and nitrogen dioxide produce

23)
ozone by photolysis, '

Elastomers under stress in an ozone atmosphere

show the phenomenon known as ozone cracking, where
cracks appear perpendicular to the direction of
stress. '' It is necessary for the elastomer to have

an element of unsaturation before ozone cracking can

occur.

The addition of ozone to double bonds has been

extensively studied and it would appear that in most
cases an initial ozonide with a 1, 2, 3-trioxolane

structure is formed. ' (Fig. 6) Less commonly

/°~
0 0 - > = 0

' +

<
1, 2, 3-trioxolane zwitteron

— Fig. 6 - — Fig. 7 —

other initial adducts such as a complex may b e

26)
formed. J Reaction appears to proceed through a

zwitteron intermediate (Fig. 7) with the eventual

formation of di- and higher peroxides.

The actual mechanism of ozone cracking is by no

means fully understood. It is thought to proceed
either /

- 10 -



either in a purely chemical way if the polymer is not

under stress, where the ozone actually seems to
27)

'cut' the chains ' or in a partly physical, partly

chemical manner where increased ozone access to double

bonds through stress causes ozonide ring production

and hence increased enbrittlement.

In the presence of ultraviolet light, ozone can

be a very destructive chemical. It produces both
28)

singlet oxygen and an oxygen atom. '

Polystyrene powder becomes discoloured when sub-
29)

jected to ozone. J' It reacts readily mainly with

formation of peroxide radicals which undergo further

reaction to hydroperoxides, carbonyls and phenoxy
29)

radicals. '

(b) Water

As expected polymers containing ester or amide

links are readily affected by water. The physical

properties of, for example, cellulosic esters, poly-

amides and other condensation polymers can be seriously

affected by hydrolysis.

(c) Other chemicals

There are other degradants such as sulphur dioxide,

dinitrogen tetroxide, a variety of acids and bases etc.

found in the atmosphere which can have a detrimental

effect on useful polymer properties. Jeilinek and

others have studied the effect of nitrogen dioxide
30) 31) 32)

and sulphur dioxide on polystyrene. ^ '' " '

(4) Mechanical Stress

The effect /



The effect mechanical stress can have on polymer

deterioration has already been noted with reference
24)

to the effect of ozone on stressed elastomers. '

Autoxidation of polyolefins is also known to be

accelerated by placing samples under stress.

(5) Ionizing Radiation

The radiolysis of polymers has been extensively

studied, that is the effect X-rays, P~rays, protons
etc. have on macromolecul&r materials. .In general

reaction proceeds via hemolytic bond scission but due

to the cage effect it is frequently not main chain but

side chain scission which gives rise to products.

In general reaction schemes are very complex

and as such are beyond the scope of this introduction.

It is, however, worth noting that polymers with aromatic

structural units show considerable stability to

radiation.

(6) Ultra-Violet Light and Oxygen

As the main work of this thesis is concerned with

photolysis and photooxidative degradation of polymers

this topic will be discussed extensively in the next

chapter. Some references have already been made to

the effect these conditions can have. ^8), 29 )

- 12 -
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CHAPTER 2

QXYGBIT AM) LIGHT A3 DEGRADATION AGENTS

2-A General Photochemistry

Light, whether ultra-violet or visible, is electro

magnetic in nature and, as such, can be considered to

consist of discrete quanta whose energy is described by:

E = hV ...(2-1)

where h is Planck's constant and V the light frequency.

Photochemical reactions may occur when a chromophore

absorbs a light quantum, a process which takes place

only if the difference between two energy levels in

the species is exactly equal to the energy of that

quantum.

Although the solar spectrum encompasses all

ranges of light wavelengths, the light pinotons comprisin

terrestial sunlight have, in general, wavelengths

above 300 ma. This is due to the filtering effect

of the Earth's atmosphere which removes the most

destructive, short wavelength ultra-violet light. Prom

equation (1) the energy of one mole of monochromatic

light quanta with this wavelength would be 398.7 K

Joules mole-^", more than sufficient to cleave many

elementary chemical bonds (Table 1). 54)>35)

Bond /
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Bond Bond Dissociation Bond Bond Dissociation

Energy Energy

(K Joules mole""'') (K Joules

ch3-h 427 chjs-ii 368

c2h5-h 414 ch5-se 305.5

ce,-ch, 351.5
3 5 ch3s-ce5 301

c2h5-ch5 347 s-0 527

c6ii5-k 431 08-0 548

02s-0 347

Table 1

There are two fundamental laws which govern photo¬

chemical reactions - the Grotthus -Draper ana the
34)

Stark-Einstein Laws. ' Such reactions usually occur

in two stages - a primary reaction due to absorbed

light quanta involving electronically excited states,

a temperature-independent process; and a secondary

('dark') reaction involving the primarily produced
35)

species. ' Photochemical reactions occur as a

direct result of the formation of electronically excited

states, which have a definite energy structure and

lifetime. The modified Jablonski diagram (Pig. 8)

shows the structure of such states ana some processes

involving them.

It is convenient to think of the overall reaction

leading to fundamental change in the absorbing molecule

or polymer as being divided into photophysical and

photochemical processes, the dividing line between the

two processes being the initial bond break. ' In

other /
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other words photophysical processes occur without any

chemical change in the system.

2-B Photophysical Processes

The nature of some photophysical processes has

already been illustrated in Figure 8.

As most organic molecules (and indeed most polymers)

contain an even number of electrons they normally

exist in the ground state as a singlet. The unexcited

ground state molecule is represented by £^. Photon
absorption, if this process occurs without change of

spin, an excited singlet state will result (3-^, Sp,
etc.); if, however, two electron spins become unpaired

a triplet state will result (T-^, Tp, etc.). Tran¬
sitions between states of unlike spin-multiplicity

are forbidden and occur to a limited extent due to the

37)
phenomenon of spin-orbit coupling. '

Absorption of a light quantum is the first of a

series of reactions which may occur before the mole¬

cule either reverts to the ground state (S0) or

undergoes photochemical change. .apart from the

latter there are a variety of pathways by which de-

excitation may occur.

(1) Radiative processes

The radiative emission occurring between states
1 -h* 1

of similar spin multiplicity, e.g. —WW—} oQ ,

is known as fluorescence: phosphorescence is the

corresponding process for states of unlike spin multi¬

plicity, and almost always follows the following scheme:

h1 /
- 17 -



-hv

^T-,—, Fluorescence is a rapid process1 o
_q _5

having a lifetime in the region of 10 * - 10 sees:
—3 2

phosphorescence is very much slower (10"" - 10 sees.).
35),36)

(2) Radiationless processes

Internal conversion, normally a very rapid process

-12
with a lifetime of around 10 seconds, excepting

cases where return to ground state is involved which
16)

are slower, ' occurs via vibronic coupling between

an upper excited level and a lower one with a similar

spin multiplicity : lg^-'YWV-> -*-3^ , Intersystem
37)

crossing occurs as a result of spin-orbit coupling

and is the main route whereby triplet states are formed :

56) 1s .

(3) Biphotonic processes

A biphotonic process occurs when an already

excited molecule absorbs a second photon raising the

energy to an upper excited level. In the extreme if

the photons were sufficiently energetic ionization
36)

would occur. '

(4) Energy transfer processes

An energy transfer process is, as the name

suggests, a process -whereby, in this case electronic,

energy is transferred from an excited donor molecule

to an unexcited acceptor (quencher) molecule. The

fact that the acceptor can be regarded as effectively

quenching the energy is very important in the field of

polymer stabilization,

(a)
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(a) Transfer processes in small molecules

(i) Non-radiative energy transfer

There are three pathways "by which non-radiative

energy transfer can occur between an excited donor and

an unexcited acceptor. Firstly resonance energy

transfer may occur as a result of dipole-dipole inter¬

actions in molecules or in polymers. Such processes

may take place over distances as great as 50 - 100°.
Secondly, if the electron clouds of an excited donor

/ 0 \

and an unexcited acceptor overlap, short-range (10 - 15Aj

exchange energy transfer may result. Both singlet-

singlet and triplet-triplet transfer is possible in

this case (Fig. 9). Lastly collisional transfer may

occur. This is obviously much more predominant in the

liquid phase where diffusion is very rapid as compared

with solid media. Oxygen is an effective triplet-

triplet quencher and in aerated solutions singlet-
35)

singlet transfer predominates. '

(ii) Radiative energy-transfer processes

Radiative energy transfer occurs if an acceptor

absorbs emitted light from an excited donor. The pre¬

requisite for the occurrence of such a process is the

overlap of the absorption spectrum of the acceptor and

the emission /

D represents donor molecule, A represents

acceptor rfiolecule

- Fig. 9 -
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the emission spectrum of the donor.

While it is obvious that such processes can and

indeed do occur in 'isolated' molecules, it is equally

obvious that in polymeric systems the situation is

very much more complicated. A polymer chain may

contain a variety of chromophores capable of absorbing

light and such effects as chain entanglement may bring *

normally distant chromophores into relatively close

proximity.

(b) Transfer processes in polymeric systems

(i) Intermolecular energy transfer

Intermolecular energy transfer is a five-stage

process comprising absorption of a light quantum by a

donor, attainment of thermal equilibrium by the

excited donor in relation to its surroundings, transfer

of energy to a convenient acceptor, attainment of

thermal equilibrium by the excited acceptor and eventual
35)

de-excitation of the acceptor. ' Energy levels of

the excited donor must be higher than those of the

excited acceptor and the donor may lose excess energy

either through light • emission cr by some non-radiative

process. Both excited singlet and excited triplet

states of the donor may participate in such a process.

The probability of transfer occurrence increases

with the lifetime of the excited state and hence triplet

state participation is much more likely than that of

the corresponding singlet. It is known that in a

diffusion controlled reaction transfer from singlet

will occur only if the concentration of the diffusion
35)

substrate is greater than 0.1 mol. '

Energy /
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Energy transfer to the triplet quencher naphthalene

has "been studied for poly (phenyl-vinyl ketone) both
0 *3 8}

in solid films at 77 K and in benzene solution at

30°C using 366 nm excitation radiation. The

solution studies indicate that naphthalene incorporation

in the main chain makes the transfer process much more

39)
efficient than when free naphthalene is used. '

This result has recently been refuted by George.

Copolymers of ethylene and carbon monoxide have-

also been studied using 1, 3-cyclo-octadiene as quencher

in solutions of deca.hydrcnaphthalene at 80°C and in
42)

solid films. '

Energy transfer processes to derivatives of benzo-

phenone, benzotriazole, thiazolidone and salicylic acid

esters at both room temperature and -196°C have, been
43) 44)

studied in polystyrene films. ' Pox et al, '

have also studied the quenching of polystyrene phos¬

phorescence using piperylene. Under the stated exper¬

imental conditions this process proved most effective. ^'

(ii) Intramolecular energy transfer

Intramolecular energy transfer processes can

occur both in small molecules and in macromolecules.

In small molecules intramolecular energy transfer

processes are typically represented by internal

conversion and intersystem crossing. In polymers

intramolecular transfer occurs between closely situated,

conjugated chromophores or between non-conjugated
35)

chromophores along the macromoiecular chain. ' Both

are due to excimer formation.

Excimers /
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Excimers are complexes of electronically excited

molecules with molecules of the same species in the
45)

ground state. ' When a similar complex is formed

"between chromophores of different species it is termed

an exciplex. Excimers exist only in the excited

state and dissociate into monomers upon radiative or

45)
radiationless deactivation. ' They show a broad-

structureless fluorescence bond shifted 4000 - 6000 cms 4
45 )

to the low energy side of normal fluorescence ' and

can be observed in solutions and liquids and, if the

crystal structure permits correct orbital overlap., .in...
36) •

solids. ' An excellent -review article on Intra¬

molecular Excimers has recently been published by

Klopffer.

With exciplexes the formation of a charge-transfer

type complex provides the binding energy. Exciplex

fluorescence is generally much more dependent on solvent

polarity than excimer fluorescence. Excimers and

.exciplexes can, of course, participate in inter-

molecular transfer processes if they involve chromophores

on different polymer chains.

Hirayama was one of the first to observe sx c ime i?

formation in his studies of diphenvl alkanes.

These studies led to the postulation of the n=3 rule,

i.e. successful excimer formation occurs when the two

phenyl groups are separated by three carbon atoms. A
I

schematic representation of probably excimer structure
45)

in 1, 3-diphenyl propane is shown in Pig. 10. '

- 22 -



In polystyrene each pair of phenyl groups are

naturally separated by three carbon atoms and, indeed,

many references to excimer fluorescence in polystyrene

are found in the literature. 4°), 47) jj have

found excimer fluorescence not only in polystyrene but

also in poly (styrene-sulphone) It has

also been shown that energy transfer from an excimer

can occur by dipole-dipole interactions rather thair
48)

resonance excitation transfer. '

When a chromophore absorbs a light quantum it is

excited to an upper vibrational level of some excited

state. While it normally decays rapidly to the ground

vibrational level of that excited state, it is while

in this 'hot' state that the vibrational energy may be

used to effect primary bond cleavage and the realm of

photochemical processes is entered.

2-C Photophysical Processes in Oxygen and Polymer-

Oxygen Complexes

There is a possibility that, in the absence of

chromophores such as carbonyl or hydroperoxides in

the polymer chain which could directly act as energy

traps /
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traps and cause primary "bond cleavage (see later),
f

molecular oxygen itself could be involved in the initiation

of photooxidative degradation. It is unlikely,

however, that such involvement could occur under normal

weathering conditions. Almost all electronic absorptions

of molecular oxygen occur in the vacuum ultraviolet

region, the longest wavelength transition being the

forbidden Herzberg transition originating near 245.4- nm. (2-2)

02 (3£g~) ^ 02 (3£g+) ^ 20 (3P) ...(2-2)

Red light (760 - 765 am) and (687 - 691 nm) can effect

the strongly forbidden Fraunhofer transitions (2-3)

but under normal weathering conditions atmospheric oxygen

°2 (3£g") °2 (1£.g+) ••• (2-3)

molecules would filter out light of the required

wavelengths.

It has been suggested that polymer-oxygen inter¬

actions in the excited state may initiate degradation.

Studies of the effect of molecular oxygen on various

hydrocarbons indicate new ultraviolet absorption bands

at relatively high wavelengths caused by the formation

of contact charge transfer complexes between the hydro¬

carbon (donor) and molecular oxygen (acceptor).

New absorptions at higher wavelength have also been
50)

observed by Chien ' in his studies of oxygen-saturated

alkanes and alkenes. Such complexes could initiate

photooxidative degradation.

Oxygen is known to perturb singlet-triplet
51)

transitions in olefinic and aromatic hydrocarbons. '

Chien /
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Chien also suggested that the oxygen perturbed

S->T transition in alkene-oxygen systems could lead

to photooxidation (2-4) (A .represents alkene).

+ 0o > peroxide ,2
hv - , . I ... (2-U

A + 0
2 -p? + o 2 ( ~^A &)

However oxygen molecules are known to be triplet quenchers
35 ■)' and it seems more likely that peroxide production

proceeds via singlet oxygen formation and subsequent

reaction (2-5).

\ + ^ A + 102 i (2_5)
o2 (XA g) + A—^peroxide

Molecular oxygen exists in the ground state as

3 — 1
a triplet ( £_ g ) and as singlet oxygen 02 ( A S or
1£g+) in the excited state. 34),35) ^liere are two

ways in which singlet oxygen can react with organic

molecules leading to either physical (2-6) or chemical

(2-7) quenching where Q represents the quenching organic

molecule. Singlet oxygen reacts readily with vinyl

102 + Q >302 + Q .... (2-6)

"*"G2 + Q ^ w02 .... (2-7)

groups leading to hydroperoxide formation with double

bond shift. (Pig. 11). It can also be involved in
3 tr \

cyclization reaction with diene systems ' (Pig. 12).
v. \

C = C + ^Op } c - c
^ \ \

00H

Ca *
00H

- Pig. 11 -
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C * s—> o
- Pig. 12 -

A singlet oxygen mechanism involving carbonyl

group impurities has been proposed for the observed
52)

photo oxidative degradation of polyolefins. ' Rabek
55) 55)

and Ranby ' ' have also proposed singlet oxygen

participation in degradative processes in polystyrene.

Note in both these cases ultraviolet light quanta of

around terrestial sunlight wavelength could initiate

reaction.

2-D The Mechanism of Polymer Photo-Oxidation

So far a variety of pathways by which (primary)

free radical formation may be achieved when a macro-

molecule is subjected to light and oxygen have at the

very least been mentioned. This section is concerned

with the photochemical as opposed to the photophysical

mechanisms which can eventually result in polymer failure.

The mechanism of photooxidation in polymers is

very similar indeed to that of thermal oxidation and,

as such, a simplified oxidation scheme has already

been illustrated (Pig. 5). Aswith thermal oxidation,

the mechanism of photooxidation is largely based on

that of Bolland and Bateman.

In particular this section will discuss the

propagation reactions, i.e. formation of peroxy radicals

and hydroperoxides, as in Pig. 5, and will also discuss

ways in which these hydroperoxides may participate in

chain /
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chain "branching, Peroxy radical and hydroperoxide

formation through a singlet oxygen mechanism has already

been discussed (2-C).

After initial free radical production peroxy

radicals can be formed by direct reaction of the macro-

radicals with molecular oxygen. hydroperoxides are

formed by hydrogen abstraction preferentially of a

tertiary rather than secondary or primary bonded hydrogen.

As previously mentioned a mole of monochromatic

(A = 300 nm) light quanta have an energy of 398.7

K Joules mole-^". Comparison with the figures in
54)

Table 2 ' shows that terrestial light quanta have

sufficient energy to cleave all the bonds in hydroperoxides

Bond Dissociation Energy (K Joules rnole"^)
— H 576.5

- OH 176

00H 293

Table 2

(at least in theory) but that cleavage leading to

alkoxy and hydroxy1 radicals would predominate. These

radicals can further participate in hydroperoxide
55")

decomposition (2-3) and (2-9). Hydroxyl groups

56)
can be detected by infra-red spectroscopy. '

R00H + R' 0 • ^ R00' + R' OH ... (2-8)
ROGH + HO' ^ ROC' + HgO ... (2-9)

Peroxy radicals can undergo intramolecular pro¬

pagation reaction by abstracting a neighbouring hydrogen

atom 55;, 57) 13).
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intramolecular Propagation of Peroxy Radicals

R
I

-AAA-

n
y I

o

( R OR
Mil

-WW- CH - C - CH - CHg -V.UV-
- Pig. 13 -

It has been suggested, however, that such propagation
35)

can only occur in crystalline polymers. * '

During the degradative process hydroxyl, carbonyl

and aldehydic groups may be formed. Hydroxyl formation

through alkoxy radical reaction has already been

illustrated (2-8) but in addition hydroxyl groups can

be formed through alkoxy radical abstraction of H atoms attacked
fo thj£ polymer chatn(2-lo). Note all these reactions, (2-8),

RO• + R'H > ROH + R'« ... (2-10)

(2-9) and (2-10), involve further radical production.

Carbonyl groups frequently play an important role

in polymer degradative processes and their photochemistry

has been widely studied (2-E). Their formation during

a _photo oxidative process can occur in a variety of

ways as illustrated in Pig. 14. These include (i) ^ -

57 ^ / \

scission, ' (ii) decomposition of hydroperoxide
58)

followed by labile hydrogen abstraction, ' (iii)

through biradical production from hydroperoxide decom-
"z cr \

position, ' and (iv) through a disporportionation

reaction /
- 28 -
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Carbonyl Group Formation during Photooxidation

en A-scission of alkoxy radicals

R R R R
i i It

-A^\,V-ch9-c + •ch9-ch^Vf-^ j^v> ^ II
oS o
<1 —'

(ii) Decomposition of hydroperoxide and labile

hydrogen abstraction

R
I

R
I

-^V-ch-ch-ch-ch2-WV ^

R 0 R
I I I

-A\\-ch-gh-ch-ch2-a\V
+ 'oh CAGE

r c*0 r
i l r

^ -\h\r-ck-cj-gh-c h 2

+ h2o

R 0 R
I It /

-^-CH-C-CH-CH2-M^- + H20
cage

- Fig. 14 -
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(iii) Through biradical production from hydroperoxide

decomposition. (As above without going
through second stage but with biradical and

water production immediately.)

(iv) Disproportionation reaction of two polymeric

alkoxy radic S,1 s

R 0* R R 0 R
I I i ( II I

-Afh-CH-CK-GH-GH -VVty-CH-C-CH -\UV

-> -h

R *0 R R OH R
(II ill

-AVU-CH-CH-CH-CH2->\AV- -t\V-GH-CH-GH-GH2-\'W^

- Pig. 14 - (cont'd)
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reaction of two polymeric alkoxy radicals. Ketonic
56 "1

groups can also be detected by infra-red spectroscopy. '>

2-E Photochemical Processes in done Specific Systems

(1) Ketone Photochemistry

One of the most widely studied photochemical

reactions is the photochemistry of carbonyl groups.

These are particularly important as regards polymeric

systems not only because of the existence of poly-

ketones but also because carbonyl groupings frequently

exist as impurities in 'pure' macromolecules thereby

providing an energy trap where primary bond cleavage
59) 60)

may be effected. ' Such groupings may be formed
57)

during yfche synthesis or processing of polymers. '

They can also be formed as above (2-D) through hydro¬

peroxide reaction and are frequently found in the

amorphous regions of polymers to which oxygen molecules
55)

may readily diffuse. '

Ketonic compounds show a broad absorption band

in the region 230 run - 320 nia caused by the singlet
u

n. —-> rr transition of the non-bonding electrons on the
34)

xetonrc oxygen atom. ' Such a transition could

readily be accomplished by terrestial sunlight. The

absorption maximum generally lies around 280 nm but in,

for example, aromatic ketones lies at longer wavelength

presumably due to resonance effects caused by the
34)

phenyl rings. '

The primary photodissociative processes in ketones
_ 7A^ ^ R

are classed as Norrish Types I, II and III (Fig. 15)



0 v RCO' + «R' > R. + CO + *R'

C -bL *
/ \

R R" R« + R' CO* } R • + CO + •R'

Norrish Type I

0
.

^ R„C=CR'OH
H,' \c"

0 I • » I

R9CHCR9CR9C^ nV ) R9c \ /'CRQ ^ +
\ R' O* ~

C X RoC=0Ro
/ \ - ^

t> -n
L (Enol undergoes

subsequent re¬

arrangement to ketone

/°
Norrish Type II RgCH - C' )^R

H 0 CH, H 0
1 11 1 hv 1 "

r2 _ c - C - CH R2 - C - C - H + CII2 = CHR
R»

Norrish Type III

- Rig. 15 -

The Norrish Type I reaction comprises homolytic cleavage

of the oCC - C bond with the production of free

radicals. Type II, a non radical intramolecular

process, involves the formation of a 6-membered ring

intermediate which subsequently breaks down, the overall

reactions being K - II abstraction. Type III is also

a non-radical intramolecular process resulting overall

in/S - H transference. In the presence of light

quanta,ketones can also abstract hydrogen atoms from

other molecules with the production of free radicals

and /
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and can add to unsaturated bonds forming oxethane rings

34),35) (Fig# 16)

R R R
X Iiv X ^ *

0 = 0 > C' - 0 + RH > C - CH + R'
X / /

R R R

H Abstraction from other Molecules

R R R C - 0
X. X X R
C-0+ c = c — ■» I I/ / \ « ' R Oxethane

R R R C - C
R^l NR ring

Addition to double bonds

- Pig. 16 -

(2) The Photochemistry of Polyketones

The simplest and most extensively studied of the

polyketones is the ethylene-carbon monoxide copolymer.

Hartley and Guillet have shown that on irradiation

with 313 nm (approx. 382 K Joules mole-^")
ultraviolet light;, both Type I and Type II processes

occur. Decarbonylation of the ketonie radical produced

by the former process can occur at slightly elevated

temperature leading to carbon monoxide evolution.

The type II process leads to terminal vinyl group and

terminal methyl ketone, through rearrangement of the

formed enol, production.

Heskins and Guillet ' have studied energy

transfer processes in the above system in the hope

that an understanding of the photophysical processes

may /



may elucidate the photodegradation mechanism and also

lead to advances in the development of stabilizer systems.

Studies were made both on the 156 copolymer and the

model compound 6-undecanone using 1, 3-cyclooctadiene (COD)

to study triplet and naphthalene, singlet, quenching.

The ketone transfers its triplet energy to the COD

whereas naphthalene singlet energy is transferred to

the ketone. About 50/6 of the photochemical reaction

in the copolymer was shown to originate from an

excited triplet. No evidence of a Worrish Type III

process was found.

Studies have also been made of other systems.

Most interesting, perhaps, are investigations of a

methyl-methacrylate methyl-vinyl-ketone copolymer
r7 \

containing 3/6 of the latter. ' In this case no £f-

hydrogen atoms are available and a 7-membered cyclic

transition state was invoked in order to explain the

unexpectedly high quantum yield for reaction above the

glass transition temperature. Such a reaction

results in yS - # ? C - C bond scission and - hydrogen
r "z \

abstraction. '

High quantum yields for the reaction have also

been obtained for the photodegradation of poly (vinyl-

phenyl-ketone) and its copolymer with styrene.

This effect is attributed to the presence of an electro¬

negative substituent, here benzoyl, on the tertiary

bonded hydrogen, an effect also found for low mole-
6S)

cular weight aryl alkyl ketones. ^' The lower quantum

yield obtained for the copolymer as compared to the

homopolymer is attributed to the difference in triplet

lifetimes /
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lifetimes between isolated and sequential carbonyls.

(3) The Photochemistry of Sulphur Corn-pounds

(a) Sulphur Dioxide

The electronic absorption spectrum of sulphur

dioxide shows three bands, dissociation into sulphur-

monoxide and oxygen being energetically impossible
34)

above 218 run. The first transition originates at

388 nm with a maximum at 374 nm, the second at

337.6 nm with a maximum at 294 nm, ^' the third lying
34)

between 240 nm ana 180 nm. ' The first absorption

is relatively weak but the second shows a strong
34)

absorption band with considerable fine structure. '

Measurements of the excited state lifetimes would

suggest that in the first transition triplet sulphur

dioxide is formed. The second transition appears to
66)

be due to excited singlet formation. '

Sulphur dioxide reacts photochemically with paraffins
Gl ^

and olefins to form aliphatic sulphinic acids. 1

Both paraffins and olefins quench excited.sulphur

dioxide, the quantum yields are less than one, but
r i \

olefins are very much more effective. °IJ There is

also some evidence for polysulphone formation in these

investigations, 1-butene and sulphur dioxide forming a

rr]\
polysulphone in the liquid phase. '

6 71
Dainton and Ivin 1 claim in their investigations

that self-quenching is unimportant but the later work

of Greenough and Duncan ^ would suggest, that self-

quenching occurs after the excited molecules have been

transferred /
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transferred from the first to the second excited electronic

state, presumably by intersystem crossing.

There is evidence to suggest that irradiation of

pure sulphur dioxide with 313 nm ultraviolet light

results in sulphur and sulphur trioxide formation;

irradiation of sulphur dioxide - oxygen mixtures results
34-)

only in the trioxide. ' Irradiation of sulphur

trioxide with 275 nm ultraviolet light quanta results

in sulphur dioxide and oxygen atom formation, ^4),68)
This dissociation is more favoured than dissociation

34)
into sulphur monoxide and oxygen. '

(b) Simple Sulphones

69)
Cava et al investigated the photolytic de¬

composition of some sulphones with a view to discovering

whether or not sulphur-dioxide extrusion v/ould occur,

expected by comparison with the analogus ketones.

It was found that this process did not occur with the

investigated compounds if light quanta with 320 nm

were used. In some cases sensitized decomposition

up to 340 nm was found with benzophenone ana aceto

phenone as sensitizers: in others no decomposition

was found even at 220 nm presumably due to the

instability of the potential 6-quinodimethanes.

Pig. 17 shows the reaction for irradiation of a benzene

solution under nitrogen of 1, 3-diphenyl -1, 3-dihydro-

naphtho \_2,3-Cj thiophene -1, 1-dioxide.

Ph Ph

+ Dimer

Pig. 17



(4) Photochemical Processes in Polysulphones

Very little work has been done on the photolysis

and photooxidation of polysulphones although "Poly-

sulphone" (Pig. 5) has been studied. ^^^'
70)

Khukhreva et al. ' were mainly concerned with the

retention or not of advantageous physical properties

by "Polysulphone" on vacuum photolysis. Their results

showed a strong dependence on film thickness and

irradiation time and suggested the simultaneous

occurrence of chain scission and cross-linking.

Overall, polymer films showed enhanced rigidity and

embrittlement after only a few hours exposure.

2.2.) 71 ^
Gesner and Kelleher, •' ' on the other hand,

were concerned with the long-term ageing of "Poly¬

sulphone" films. Table 3 shows the gases found after

the photolysis and photooxidation of "Polysulphone".

COMPOS IT I Oil, VOL. - j0

PEOTOLYSED PHQTOLYSED IN

CONSTITUENTS IN VACUUM OXYGEN-ENRICHED AIR

Hydrogen 22.9 0.03

Water - -

Methane 1.9 0.14

Ethane Trace -

Benzene 0.1 Trace

Carbon Monoxide 41.9 9.6

Carbon Dioxide 25.9 32.2

Nitrogen 2.0 57.4

Oxygen 2.3 0.02

Carbonyl /
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Carbonyl Sulphide 2,6 0.01

Sulphur Dioxide 0.5 0.001

Carbon bisulphide - -

PV, mm. - c.c. 40 10,000

25)
Table 5 J>

The dominant products in both cases were carbon monoxide

and carbon dioxide. Sulphur dioxide is known to be
72)

a hydroperoxide scavenger ' and it is believed that

this reaction provides sufficient oxygen for the carbon

oxide formation during vacuum photolysis. The fact

that very little sulphur dioxide was detected during

photooxidation also suggested its ability to quench

hydroperoxides. Sulphate ion was qualitatively

detected on the surface of photooxidised films and the

following mechanism, including in part the sulphur-

dioxide/hydroperoxiae quenching reaction, was postulated

(Pig. 18). 22)

R00II + S02 ^ R03020H

2R0S020H ^R03020R + EgS'O.
R00H + R0S020R > R00R + ROSOgOH
ROOK + ROSOgOK ^ROOR + HgSO^

- Pig. 18 -

Photooxidised films also showed considerable

yellowing. Some extraction of the yellowing material

proved possible with dilute aqueous alkali or hot

water and subsequent investigation of this 'polar

extract' revealed the formation of disulphonic acids,

fractionation /



Fractionation showed that combined oxygen was present

only in the polar extract. Almost total quenching of

oxygen occurs during photooxidation suggesting its

involvement with macroradicals leading to carbon

dioxide and carbon monoxide formation.

2-F Justification

Much polymer research at the present time is

concentrated on the designing of stabilizer systems,

such as antioxidants, to prevent polymer degradation

but it is only through an understanding and appreciation

of the causes of failure that correct stabilizer design

may be achieved.

In ordinary processing and usage many macromole-

cular materials are subjected to atmospheric weathering

conditions, including ultra-violet light and oxygen,

which greatly hasten their ultimate failure. There

is a very real need, therefore, for a full understanding

of the physical and chemical processes by which these

conditions cause deterioration.

In this thesis the effect of low energy ultra¬

violet light and oxygen on polystyrene and poly (styrene-

sulphone) both in solution and solid state have been

investigated. Polystyrene was chosen not only for

comparison purposes with the copolymer but also because,

despite a relatively high number of investigations on

this system, some anomalies still remained. It is

hoped that in tins thesis some points have been clarified.

Poly (styrene-sulphone) was investigated because

this /
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this relatively new class of macromolecular material

require further investigation especially as regards

their photochemical behaviour. It was hoped that

some analogies between the behaviour of polyketones
61) - o4) an(j polysulphones could be drawn.

- 40 ~



CHAPTER 3

INVESTIGATIONS OF THE LIGHT-INDUCED DEGRADATION

OP POLYSTYRENE ANT) POLY ( STYRENE-SULPHONE) IN

SOLUTION
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CHAPTER 3

INVESTIGATIONS OP THE LIGHT-INDUCED DEGRADATION

OF POLYSTYRENE AND POLY ( STYRENE-SULPHONE) IN

SOLUTION

3-A Introduction

Over the past ten years there have been several

references to investigations of the photolysis and

photo-oxidative degradation of polystyrene solutions

in a variety of solvents under a variety of conditions.

It would appear, however, that what has resulted has

been confusion rather than clarification of the

processes involved.
73)

Lawrence and Weir ' ' studied the photodegra-

dation of chloroform solutions of polystyrene.. For

this purpose a medium pressure mercury arc was used,

all irradiations being carried out under Pyrex, hence

at wavelengths above 300 run. Viscometric techniques

were used in the study and plots of molecular weight

change against irradiation time, drawn over several

days, indicated that both light and oxygen were

necessary before degradation would occur. The polymer

did not degrade on photolysis nor did it degrade in

the dark. The development of a peak in the infra¬

red spectrum at 1740 cms~^ on phot oo xidative

degradation led to the postulation of a reaction scheme

involving hydroperoxide formation followed by their

breakdown /
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breakdown with carbonyl production.

Price and Pox investigated the irradiation

of polystyrene solutions in air using dioxane, methylene

dichloride, chloroform and carbon tetrachloride as

solvents. Low and medium pressure arcs were used

in the study but without a filter and hence the

extremely energetic 254 nm light quanta would, in the .

main, be responsible for degradation. Under similar

conditions both arcs appeared to give similar results.

Plots of the number of scissions per molecule

against the number of quanta absorbed were linear

indicating the occurrence of random scission.

Anomalous results were obtained with carbon tetrachloride

as solvent, an effect which these workers attributed

to a small amount of cyclohexane in the solution which

acted as an inhibitor. Similar results were found

in solution investigations of poly (oC -methyl-styrene). ^
Insolubilization, indicative of cross-linking,

occurred in the early stages of photolysis in the four

investigated solvents, an effect never observed

in air.

V6 )
More recently Lawrence and Weir ' have inves¬

tigated the photodecomposition of benzene solutions of

polystyrene and have indicated the occurrence of

degradation processes on both photolysis and photo

oxidation. However this paper contains two noteworthy

contradictions. Firstly, it is shown that chloroform

solutions of polystyrene under pyrex in the absence

of oxygen do in fact degrade which is completely at

variance /
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73 ^
variance with eaz-lier stated results. ' ' In this

connection have found that chloroform

appears to be an unreliable solvent, an effect which

Weir 77^ has attributed to the presence of ethanol

in chloroform solutions which appears to act as an

inhibitor presumably in much the same way as cyclo-

hexane inhibits scission in carbon tetrachloride sol¬

utions. 7475^
76 ^

Secondly, however, it is stated, ' that photo¬

lysis of benzene solution does result in degradation

but that rigorously degassed benzene solutions which

have been exposed to oxygen in the dark do not.

Other workers have found that the photolysis of benzene

solutions using light quanta with wavelengths above
53)

280 nm does not result in degradation over five hours. '

Both Lawrence and Weir 7^ and Rabek and Ranby

agree that the photooxidative degradation of benzene

solutions of polystyrene does occur.

76 *)
Lawrence and Weir ' showed' that plots of the

number of chain scissions per molecule against time

for the photooxidation of thermally prepared, redox,

and azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) initiated', poly¬

styrenes in benzene solutions over seven hours were

all linear. They explained these facts in terms of

photolabile bonds or weak-links in the polymer chain 7^
53)

an assumption which was refuted by Rabek and Ranby '

who claim that the existence of photolabile bonds is

purely a theoretical assumption whereas a charge transfer

complex between the benzene ring and oxygen would as

adequately /
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adequately explain the observed facts and is more

(query) justifiable.
53)

As stated above Rabek and Ranby ' found no

evidence of degradation in vacuo . Indeed it was not

until either air or oxygen was allowed to seep into

the viscometer that any degradation was observed by

these workers. An observed slight yellowing of the

solution was attributed to the production of fulvene
r 7 \

and/or benzalvene ' (Pig. 19).

1

fulvene

benzalvene
- Pig. 19 -

Under the particular conditions used in these

experiments, however, it can be shown that the amount

of light actually absorbed by polystyrene molecules

in these solutions is very much less than that

absorbed by the benzene molecules J (Appendix

1). It is also worth noting that thoroughly degassed

benzene solutions of poly (oC - methyl-styrene) do not

undergo degradation on photolysis. '

Recently Lawrence and Weir have manometrically

studied the rate of oxidation of chlorobenzene

solutions of polystyrene using the photolysis of

AIBN to initiate oxidation. Work on a series of

differently prepared polystyrenes of varying molecular

weights have indicated no obvious relationship between

this parameter and oxidation rate in solution.

However, /
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However, graphical representations of oxidation rate

against viscosity have indicated sorae relationship

between these two variables if the viscosity of a

particular polystyrene solution is low.

It is, I believe, apparent in view of the above

that there is a very real need for further

investigation of this system. It is intended in the

rest of this chapter to discuss some results of such

an investigation and to attempt to tie these in with

the results of other workers.

3-B Theory of Yiscometry

The viscosity of a liquid is a measure of the

rate of energy dissipation occurring in unit volume

v/hen the liquid flows. In polymer solutions the

rate of energy dissipation is high due to the torque
79)

felt by the polymer chain during flow. J'

The viscosity ratio or the relative viscosity of

a solution as compared to that of the pure solvent is

denoted by ^rel (3-1).

^ rel = "L/no (3~1;
where ^ is the viscosity of the solution

is the viscosity of the pure solvent.

In dilute solution where the densities of the solution

and of the solvent are approximately equal it can be

shown that

'ij'lo- •••• (3"2)
where t is the time taken for the solution to flow

between two marked points (on for example a viscometer)

through / r



through a capillary, and tQ. the corresponding flow
time for pure solvent, the dimensions of the capillary

being such that the flow is stream-lined and as nearly
79)

Newtonian as possible. '

The relative increase in the viscosity of a

solution as compared to that of the pure solvent is

termed the specific viscosity, ^ (3-3)

■riav = (7-%) /7c - (t - t0) / t0 =7rel - 1 ..(3-3)
The viscosity number, sp/c > "the average contribution
of the solute molecules to the overall viscosity at

a specific concentration, c, is at infinite dilution

known as the intrinsic viscosity or Staudinger index,

I7)) = lim ( ^ sp/c) .... (3-4)
c -> o

In this Chapter intrinsic viscosities, which are

related to polymer molecular weight (see below), are

80)
determined using the equation of Solomon and Ciuta '

(3-5) which allows one point determinations to be made.

L^j = J~2 /eJ*1 sp - ln^rei .... (3-5)
This equation was shown to hold for dilute solutions

of polyisoprene and to be mathematically viable

(Appendix 2).

In polymer solutions the intrinsic viscosity can

be said to be a measure of the capacity of a polymer

molecule to enhance the solution viscosity and would

therefore /
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therefore be expected to be in some way related to the

polymer molecular weight. In a polymer solution if

the velocity of a solvent molecule at any point

•enclosed' by a polymer chain is identical to that of

a molecule in pure solvent then direct proportionality

of the intrinsic viscosity and Molecular Weight exists.

If, on the other hand, the polymer molecule is imper- .

meable to the flow of solvent through it, that is the

solvent molecule and polymer coil move at the same

velocity as the polymer chain itself then:

^
.... (3-6) 79)

One would expect the actual situation to normally lie

between these two extremes, a situation which is

summed up in the Mark-Houwink (- Sakaruda) equation

(3-7). It is worth noting that for linear flexible

= K .... (3-7)

(K and oL are both constants)

polymers under certain conditions of solvent or

temperature equation (3-6) does in fact hold good.

This is the so called Plory 'theta' solvent or

temperature.

3-C Experimental Details

(1) Polymer Preparation

AIBN initiated polystyrene was prepared in the

laboratory from thoroughly degassed styrene monomer,

degassed /
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degassed at 10" 2am of mercury 011 a high vacuum system,

the first fraction of which had been rejected.

Anionic polystyrene was also prepared on the vacuum

line from the degassed styrene monomer using n-butyl

lithium as initiator in a nitrogen atmosphere. The

resultant polymers were purified by repeated solution-,

in methylene dichloride followed by precipitation in

methanol. Drying took place over several days in a

vacuum oven.

AIBN initiated poly (styrene-sulphone) was prepared

on the vacuum line from degassed styrene monomer and

liquid sulphur dioxide using methylene dichloride as

solvent. Copolymerization took place over two days

at 60°C, the resultant polymer being purified and

dried as above, for the polystyrenes.

(2) The Light Source

The ultra violet light sourcewas provided by a

Hanovia Type A, 673 A, 550 W medium pressure mercury

arc, the output of which is shown in Appendix 3.

Since the viscometer was made of Pyrex only the lower

energy light quanta would be expected to affect the

sample, of which the 313 nm light quanta would be

expected to be the most destructive. A transformer

was used with the arc so that the intensity of the

light source would remain relatively constant during

its useful lifetime. The lamp was allowed to equi¬

librate for at least twenty minutes prior to use,

(3) Viscometric Experiments /
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(3) Viscometric Experiments

Polymer solutions, generally Vfo w/V in one of the

halogenated solvents, were made up in standard

volumetric flasks. A 20 ml aliquot of solution was

then added "by pipette through a sintered glass filter

into the viscometer (Diagram 1) where it was degassed

six times at the water pump before being left under

vacuum, oxygen-free nitrogen or oxygen itself.

Gases were passed through a tube containing a

molecular sieve and silica gel before entering the

viscometer and were therefore dry. Great care was

taken to ensure that both the viscometer and the

solution were scrupulously clean and free of dust

particles.

t, the flow time of the solution between the jfcwo

marked points on the viscometer, was noted using a

digital clock prior to and after varying periods of

irradiation. t0, the corresponding flow time of the

pure solvent, was determined for an unirradiated 20 ml

aliquot of solvent.

Before taking time readings the solution ana the

viscometer were allowed to equilibrate in a water bath

at a temperature of 30 - 0.05°C. Each time measurement

was repeated several times and the results refuted

unless an accuracy of t ± 0.2 seconds could be achieved

for each reading during.a complete run.

The viscometer bulb contained a small magnetic

stirrer bar which permitted thorough agitation of the

polymer /
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Capillary Type Viscometer

teflon taps

marked points

i—capillary

polymer solution

stirrer bar

- Diagram 1 -
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polymer solutions during irradiation. The apparatus

was arranged such that the flat side of the viscometer

bulb rested on a magnetic stirrer plate with the ultra

violet light source at a height of approximately 30

cms directly above.

(4) The 'Anionic Film Experiment'

(a) Film Preparation

Anionic polystyrene films were prepared from

approximately 5i° w/v solutions of the polymer in analar

methylene dichloride. Films were cast on a ceramic

tile and were formed by solvent evaporation under a

large watch glass (which (a) prevented over-quick

evaporation with resultant polymer re-precipitation

and (b) kept the solvent surface clean). This method

of film preparation proved to work well not only in

this case but also in other experiments involving

films of AIBN-initiated polystyrenes and poly

(styrene-sulphones). Circular film segments of the

desired size (1" diameter, approximately 0.02 mm

thickness) were cut using a brass film cutter and

steeped in analar methanol for two days, prior to

being thoroughly dried for at least a week in a vacuum

oven at 70°C before use. The films were steeped in

methanol to ensure complete solvent removal prior to

drying. 81^

(b) The Experiment

The films were arranged as shown (diagram 2)

between /
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The 'Anionic Film Experiment'
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"between the two halves of the rotating metal circular

disc, positions being available for four films which

were held in place by large wing nuts. The disc

was supported on a freely rotating spindle in the

apparatus. Dry nitrogen was passed in as shown and

served the double purpose of firstly ensuring that

the experiment was carried out in an inert atmosphere

and secondly providing the driving force for rotation

of the film bearing disc. Rotation ensures that

each film receives an equal dose of the available

irradiation. The pyrex disc arranged between the

light source and the film holder ensured that only

low energy ultra violet light quanta were incident on

the film surface. Films were removed from the

apparatus after 5, 10, 15 and 20 hrs irradiation and

were kept in an unheated vacuum oven prior to

molecular weight determination by GPC.

The Gel Permeation Chromatographic analysis for

molecular weight determination was carried out by

RAPRA on the five film samples, i.e. an unirradiated

film and the four which had undergone varying periods

of irradiation as described above. All five film

segments v/ere cut from the same large anionic poly¬

styrene film and can therefore be taken as being

initially the same. The conditions of the GPC analysis

involved tetrahydrofuran as eluting solvent at 23°C
and a concentration of 0.2$. A computer printout

was obtained of the results.

3-D /
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Graph showing the variation of number of chain scissions

per molecule versus irradiation time for an ifo w/V

(approx.) solution of poly (styrene-sulphone) in analar

chloroform.

400 800 1200
- Fig. 20 -
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3-D Results and Discussion

Pig. 20 shows plots of number of chain scissions

per molecule, ( (Mn)o / (Mn)^ - 1 : where Mn is the
number average molecular weight), versus irradiation

time obtained for 20 ml aliquot of the same approx¬

imately Vfo w/v solutions of AIBN-initiated poly (styrene-

sulphone) in analar chloroform but under different

conditions. , the intrinsic viscosity, was

calculated using the Solomon and Ciuta equation (3-5)

as described in the theory section (3-B). Prom this

Mn was determined by substitution in the following

form (3-8) of the Mark Houwink equation (3-7)# obtained

fy] = 0.389 x 10~4 Mn 0,78 .... (3-8)

for a tetrahydrofuran solution at 30°G. 88 ^ Due to

the solvent difference the Mn values cannot be

considered accurate but it was hoped that any trends

in the breakdown path would be evident. This

assumption appears to have been justified in as much

as the original plots of flow time versus

irradiation time showed a typical exponential form

attributable to random scission, an effect which is

also demonstrated by the linearity of these plots.

Over the first half-hour of irradiation the time

readings in the nitrogen experiment showed an

apparently unacceptable degree of error, an effect

attributed to gelling in the nitrogen atmosphere.

It is believed that gelling is responsible for the

slight retardation observed in the initial stage of

the /
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"the nitrogen plot.

In all investigated nitrogen runs over the first

30 minutes (approximately) it proved very difficult

to obtain readings within the specified time error.

Indeed an error of ± 2 seconds could be obtained.

No such effect was detected in oxygen.

The most probable explanation of this is

gelling since in nitrogen no oxygen molecules would

be available for peroxy formation at first and radical

combination would predominate with the formation of a

non-uniformly viscous solution. During the initial

stages, however, oxygen availability, from the sulphone

groupings or impurities such as carbonyl, would

increase until eventually reaction would follow the

♦oxygen path'. This is clearly seen in Pig. 20.

Overall it was concluded that poly (styrene-

sulphone) degraded in a typically random scission manner

at much the same rate in both oxygen and

nitrogen. The presence of oxygen did not appear to

encourage degradation.

Pig. 21 shows a plot of flow time versus

irradiation time for an approximately -§-$ w/v solution

of poly (styrene-sulphone) in Analar methylene dichloride

under nitrogen. The exponential form of the graph

clearly indicates random scission and again there was

distinct evidence of gelling in the early stages of

irradiation. The particular polymer used in this

experiment had a higher sulphur dioxide content than

the one used above.

Clear /
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Graph showing the variation of flow time with

irradiation time for a j-fo w/v (approx,) solution of

poly (styrene-sulphone) in analar methylene dichloride
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Clear evidence of the instability of poly (styrene-

sulphone) was found in as much as overnight the flow

time fell from 329.16 ± 0.20 mins to 322.75 ± 0.20

mins prior to irradiation. The solution had been

left in the viscometer in the water bath overnight.

An examination of typical bond energies (see,

for example, Table 1, Section 2-A) would suggest

that the most readily broken bond in the copolymer

backbone with low energy light quanta is the C-S bond,

presumably with eventual sulphur dioxide evolution.

Indeed considerable evidence for sulphur dioxide evo¬

lution during the photolysis and photooxidation of

poly (styrene-sulphone) films has been found as

described in Chapter 4.

Work done on polystyrene solutions as described

in Section 3-A has indicated that oxygen considerably

enhances the degradation process. Here oxygen appears

to have no enhancing effect when compared with

nitrogen. This would suggest that the sulphur dioxide

is acting in lieu of oxygen in the nitrogen case and

in preference to oxygen in an oxygen atmosphere.

Poly (styrene-sulphone) degradation v/ill be discussed

in greater detail later in this thesis.

Pig. 22 is a plot of number of chain scissions

per molecule against irradiation time for an approx¬

imately Ufa w/\/ solution of AIBN-initiated polystyrene,

with Analar chloroform in a nitrogen atmosphere.

Chloroform was chosen because it was the, then,

acceptable solvent and also because it was a good

solvent /
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Graph showing the variation of number of chain scissions

per molecule with irradiation time for a l°/o w/v

(approx.) solution of polystyrene in analar chloro¬

form and a nitrogen atmosphere

30°C
CO
o

- Pig. 22 -
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solvent for the polymer. K and ck. values for

substitution in the Mark-Houwink equation were

obtained from the Polymer Handbook (3-9).

fy] = 0.49 x 10"4 Mn 0,794 (3-9)

The results show that in a nitrogen atmosphere

the polymer does degrade which is in agreement with
76 ^

the more recent results of Lawrence and Weir. J

It was postulated that degradation occured as the

result of oxygenated structures or impurities in the

polymer chain.

Pig. 23 shows a similar plot for a l°/o w/v Analar

chloroform solution of anionic polystyrene in a nit¬

rogen atmosphere. If the degradation observed for

AIBN initiated polystyrene was, as postulated above,

due to oxygenated structures or impurities in the

chain formed during preparation, it followed that no

degradation should be observed for anionic polystyrene

(prepared as described in the experimental section)

treated in an identical manner. As the plot shows

this was completely wrong. K and oC values were not

available for anionic polystyrene and those for

atactic polystyrene in Analar chloroform at 30°C
o-z \

were used as above ' (3-9).

Eventually it was decided that the chloroform

itself was responsible for these unexpected results,

presumably due to the formation of a charge transfer

complex between the solvent molecules and the aromatic

rings which provided an energy trap for the incident

light /
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Graph showing; the variation of number of chain scissions

per molecule versus irradiation time for anionic poly¬

styrene using K and oO values for atactic polystyrene.

CHLOROFORM - 30°C
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light quanta. It was for this reason that the

'Anionic Film Experiment' was carried out. The

films used in this experiment were cast from methylene

dichloride and were as solvent-free as possible before

degradation in a nitrogen atmosphere was attempted.

The results of this experiment as obtained from

RAPRA are shown in Table 4. Within experimental error

Hours of

irradiation
Mn Mw

0 2.549 x 104 1.485 x 105
5 2.407 x 104 1.486 x 105

10 2.472 x 104 1.329 x 105
15 2.586 x 104 1.450 x 105
20 2.655 x 104 1.387 x 105

Table 4

the distribution did not appear to have been altered

by exposure to Ultra Violet light. It was

concluded, therefore, that the chloroform was

responsible for the observed degradation. This par¬

ticular experimental method could be usefully

utilized in similar experiments where the effect of

solvent is uncertain.

Prom Table 4 the number average molecular weight

can be calculated as :

Mn = (2.534 ± 0.075) x 104

a value which appears to bear no correlation to the

viscometrically determined value (as in Pig. 23) of

(6.186 /
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(6.186 t 0.025) x 10^. It is known, however, that

viscometric number average molecular weight deter¬

mination is very dependent on the molecular weight
O'z 'N

distribution in the polymer. ' Prom Table 4

Mw / Mn, which is a measure of the molecular weight

distribution (MWD) computes as 5.69 ± 0.29, a very

wide range indeed.
Q-Z

Prom the Polymer Handbook ' the Mark-Houwink

K constant for number average molecular weight

determination (Kn) varies with the MWD as in

equation (3-10). Using this equation the number

Kn = K (Mw / Mn) °*5oC (°^+l) (3-10)
(K and c>4 are the Mark-Houwink constants)

average molecular weight was redetermined as (1.481

± 0.008) x 10^. Since the Molecular Weight range,

for which use of these particular K and o4 values is

recommended, is (19 - 300) x 10^, this rather large

error is perhaps not surprising. I can only restate

that the object of the experiment was to examine trends

rather than to make quantitative measurements on the

system. Using this new Hark-Houwink K constant the

graphs of ( [Mill 0 / CMn] , ) - 1 versus irradiation

time maps exactly onto that illustrated in Pig. 23 for

anionic polystyrene.
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CHAPTER 4

INVESTIGATIONS OP THE LIGHT-INDUCED DEGRADATION

OF POLY ( STYRENE-SULPHONE) FILMS

4-A Introduction

The recent upsurge in interest in the effect of

oxygen on polymers, with a view to the development of

successful antioxidant systems, has led to the

designing of various pieces of apparatus to measure

accurately the amount of oxygen taken up "by a

particular polymer film under specific conditions as

determined by the experimenter. In this chapter a

piece of apparatus, designed by Dr. W.G.R. Taylor in

St. Andrews and developed to measure the rate of

oxygen uptake during the initiation of polymer

DDhotooxidative degradation," will*be described with

particular reference to the photooxidative degradation

of polystyrene and poly (styrene-sulphone) films.
85)

Grassie and Weir ' have thoroughly studied the

photo-oxidative degradation of polystyrene films using

radiation of wavelength 254 nm and 364 nm. The

apparatus, developed for this purpose, was based on

a differential manometer system. Some features

of this design have been incorporated in the work

described in this chapter. Their results indicated

relatively rapid breakdown using the high energy light

and slow breakdown with an induction period with low

energy light qusnta.

4-B /
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4-B Poly (styrene-sulphone)

Although the first reference to polysulphone

formation came just before the beginning of the

century it was not until the 1930's that this

product was recognized as a polysulphone and work on

their formation, properties etc. began in earnest.

Poly (styrene-sulphone) has since been prepared and

investigated by various workers. ^^.
There is some evidence to suggest that the co-

polymerization of some substituted styrenes with liquid

sulphur dioxide (e.g. p-methylstyrene ' and p-

88)
isopropylstyrene ') results in simultaneous

copolymerization through a free radical mechanism and

homopolymerization of the substituted styrene through

a cationic mechanism. Under similar conditions

copolymerization of other substituted styrene monomers

86 ^
(e.g. p-bromostyrene ;) results only in a 2:1

86 ^
copolymer. Tokura et al ' observed only a 2:1,

styrene:sulphur dioxide, copolymer formed during the

free radical polymerization of styrene monomer itself

and liquid sulphur dioxide at temperatures above 40°C
This was completely contrary to the observed

3)results of Barb ' who observed 2:1 copolymer

formation at room temperature but noted that as the

polymerization temperature rose the sulphur dioxide

content of the polymer was reduced. He postulated

a polymerization mechanism through a 1:1, styrene :

sulphur dioxide, complexyl radical with the depropagation

reaction (4-1) becoming increasing reversible at

SMM* /
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SMM • + S > .... (4-1)

(where S represents sulphur dioxide

and M represents monomer, here styrene)

high temperature. Walling showed that Barb's

observed data could also fit a polymerization scheme

not involving the complexyl radical but in which

attack of sulphur dioxide on the growing polymer

chain was reversible at all temperatures, at higher

temperatures the addition of styrene to a chain ending

in a sulphur dioxide radical also becoming reversible.
36 ^

Tokura ' explained the difference between his

observed 2:1, styrene:sulphur dioxide, copolymer and
3)

the observed variable composition copolymer of Barb '

in terms of the amount of liquid sulphur dioxide

actually used in the preparation. Since in the
86)

experiments of Tokura ' the volume of liquid sulphur

dioxide used in the polymerization vessel was twice

that of the styrene monomer this seems a valid
R6 ^

conclusion. Both Tokura ' and Barb ; used azo-

bisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) to initiate the copoly-

merization. AIBN shows no enhanced decomposition

rate in the presence of sulphur dioxide and is

effective above 25°C. ^
In this work poly (styrene-sulphone) was

prepared as described in Section (3-C-l) at 60°G
using AIBN as initiator. The volume of liquid sulphur

dioxide used in the copolymerization was, in general,

very much less than that of the styrene monomer and

the resultant copolymer was therefore assumed to have

a variable /
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a variable composition similar to that described by
3)

Barb. ' This was sufficient as the purpose of these

experiments was to investigate the effect of the

presence of sulphur dioxide in the chain on the photo-

oxidative stability of the resultant copolymer.

The empirical formula for the copolymer was obtained

through carbon, hydrogen and sulphur microanalysis.

Unless otherwise stated the results described and

discussed in this chapter were obtained using a

polymer with formula C^qH^qSO^ i.e. (Styrene)^ ^^(S02)1.

4-C Experimental Details

(1) The Oxygen-Uptake Apparatus

The oxygen-uptake apparatus (hereafter called

the apparatus) is schematically illustrated in cross-

section in Diagram 3. It consists of a brass cell

containing the polymer film linked by a length of thin

bore copper tubing to an Edward's High Vacuum Needle

Valve which is, in its turn, set into the main body

of the apparatus. The needle itself had been

removed by grinding and manipulation of the screw tap

resulted in the inner plunger being raised or

lowered thus increasing or decreasing respectively

the available volume inside the apparatus. The

screw top had fixed to it a metal pointer below which was

a circular graduated scale with equal graduations from

0-99. It was calculated that one-hundredth of a

complete turn was from the pitch of the screw, equi¬

valent /
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valent to an uptake of 5 x 10 ^ moles of oxygen, a

_7
whole turn therefore heing equivalent to 5 x 10

moles of oxygen. Care was taken to ensure that each

measurement was taken from a position directly ahove

the needle valve.

The cell, which is represented in Diagram 4 and

discussed in the next section (4-C-2) was connected

to the needle valve by means of copper tubing.

This material was used because of its high degree of

flexibility which facilitated positioning of the cell.

The light source was arranged at a height of

approximately 30 cms directly above the cell, the

apparatus being enclosed by a framework which enabled

reproducible positioning of the arc for each run.

It also made raising or lowering of the source

relatively easy.

The apparatus is basically a manometric system,

silicone fluid being chosen as the manometric fluid.

The silicone liquid was distilled on a high vacuum

system prior to use and was chosen as it was inert

with respect to oxygen.

Successful operation of the apparatus requires

that the system be completely leak-free. Silicone

high vacuum grease was used on the joints in the

apparatus, care being taken to use the minimum possible

amount thus reducing the possibility of grease-oxidation

during a run.

For operation, with a film and adsorbents (if

required) arranged in the cell, the whole apparatus

was submerged in a water bath thermostatted at (25-40)

+-/
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± 0.05°C. The "bath water was continually agitated

using an Otter Garden Pump which proved very

excellent indeed in keeping the "bath temperature

constant. With "both taps, A and B, open the system

was thoroughly pumped out using an oil pump. Then

with tap B closed a gas (oxygen or nitrogen) was

allowed to enter the system and, while tap B was slowly

opened, was allowed to seep into the rest of the

apparatus. The apparatus, the pump and the gas supply

were connected by means of a three-way tap so that

either the pump and the system or the supply and the

system were connected at any one time. Moreover the

gas supply was at all times open to the atmosphere

and therefore the gas entering the system was at

atmospheric pressure. The pumping and filling

operation was repeated several times and then with tap

A only closed, the system was allowed to equilibrate

overnight.

In the morning the equilibration was checked

prior to running. With tap B also closed it was

possible by manipulation of the plunger in the needle

valve to allign a fixed mark on the side of the bath,

a fixed mark on the right-hand limb of the apparatus

(P) and the silicone fluid meniscus using a magnifying

glass permanently fixed to the side of the water bath.

Readings were taken over about an hour and, if no

drift of the fluid was detected, the system was

considered to have reached equilibrium.

With the top of the cell covered to prevent

light /
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light quanta reaching the film surface, the lamp was

switched on and allowed to equilibrate over at least

twenty minutes. An initial reading was then taken

before the cell was uncovered. Readings were taken

at judicious intervals over the next five hours

(approx.) and plots of the amount of gas taken up

(or given out) versus irradiation time constructed.

This apparatus is almost deceptively simple and

when working correctly proves to work extremely well.

The main difficulty is, as already stated, the presence

of leaks. Luckily leaks can be readily detected by

firstly checking that the system will hold a vacuum

by checking whether or not the fluid drifts with A

open and B closed while connected to the oil pump

(preferably outside the water bath!!) and secondly

by careful checking of the equilibration prior to

use. Unfortunately having detected a leak it is not

always quite so simple to pinpoint its position.

In the system itself leaks originate mainly due to

dirt preventing the Teflon Taps from forming a perfect

seal: in the needle-valve-cell system they originate

mainly at the copper tubing joints or at the small

'0' rings in the needle-valve.

(2) The Cell /
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(2) The Cell

pyrex disc inner *o" rinq
- .outer 'o

ring
ring

cell lid

•film
.

•'o rings to
hold film

absorbents
cell
(brass)

- Diagram 4 -

The "brass cell itself is represented in cross-

section in Diagram 4. T-he cell was circular in

shape with a circular hole in the centre at the bottom

of which we're three small indentations to hold adsorb¬

ents (silica or carbosorb) if required. Into this

hole fitted brass rings between which circular film

segments could be placed. Originally, the top of the

cell /
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cell (which was smooth) was greased and the pyrex

disc placed directly on this. Silicone High

Vacuum grease was used for this purpose and can be

readily removed from the disc using an ultrasonic bath.

The disc was followed by an *0' ring and then the cell

lid tightly screwed into position. It was, however,

found that leaks tended to develop between the disc

and the cell surface when the apparatus was evacuated.

For this reason a groove was inserted in the cell

surface so that the pyrex disc could be tightly held

between two '0' rings. However a third small inner

' 0' ring was positioned to ensure that the outermost

top *0' ring exerted equal pressures at equivalent

positions around the circular pyrex disc.

The cell lid screwed into position and had a

central hole through which radiation could pass.

The pyrex disc filtered out the high energy light

quanta i.e. A < 300 nm.

Sources of Error

The main sources of error include

Incorrect positioning of the lamp and/or the

apparatus,

system not equilibrated prior to a run being

attempted,

undetected leaks,

grease oxidation,

variable temperature in water bath,

dirt on disc surface cutting down the intensity

of light /
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(iii)

(iv)

(v)
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of light incident on the film surface,

(vii) incorrect mark allignment and incorrect reading

of graduated scale.

Of these the major source of error is undoubtedly

(vii). The steps taken to counteract most of the

other sources of error have already been described

and, it was noted, that the circulation system in the

water bath was such that the temperature remained at

+ 0.05°C even at 40°C. As regards readings, these

were repeated unless an accuracy of r ± 3 (small

graduations) (i.e. 15 x 10"^ moles of oxygen) could

be achieved for each reading during a complete run.

The overall error allowing for incorrect Alignment

and small contributions from other sources was

estimated as ± 7%.

(4) The light Source

The light source was as described in Section

(3-C-2) for the solution studies.

(5) Polymer and Film Preparation

Polymers were prepared as described in Section

(3-C-l) and circular film segments as in (3-C-4(a) ).

The composition of the poly ( styrene-sulphone) so

prepared is discussed in Section (4-B).

(6) Spectroscopic Techniques

The disc holder, illustrated in Diagram 2 in

relation to the 'Anionic Film Experiment' (3-C-4),

was /
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was used in a spectroscopic mode as it was designed

to fit onto the standard holder used in most infra¬

red spectrophotometers. In this way pre- and post-

oxidation film segments could be easily examined using

both infra-red and ultra-violet spectrophotometers.

Infra-red spectra, unless otherwise stated, were

obtained using a Perkin-Elmer grating infra-red

spectrophotometer, model number 257.

Ultra-violet spectra were obtained using a Perkin

Elmer ultra violet spectrophotometer, model number 402 or

SP800. Mass spectra were obtained using a mass spectro¬

meter , model number MS9.

(7) Miscellaneous Experiments

(a) 'The Volatiles Collection Experiment'

A thin polymer film was cast from Analar-Methylene

Dichloride on the bottom of a round-bottomed flask

which was then connected to a high vacuum line as

shown in Diagram 5. The line also contained a removable
' U' tube. An ultra violet light source was situated

directly above the flask.

After thoroughly pumping the system out with

taps A and B open and tap C closed, the base of the

flask was covered and the light switched on. The 'U»

tube was littnersed in liquid nitrogen. After allowing

approximately twenty minutes for lamp equilibration,

the base was uncovered so that the radiation was now

incident on the film surface. Any products of photolytic

degradation /
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The Volatiles Collection Experiment

CC3^ ■» to pumps

tube

•N (liq)

- Diagram 5 -

The Silica Cell

- Diagram 6 -

-—tap
spring clip

window
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I.

degradation under vacuum, at temperatures above -196°C,
could thus be collected in the 'U' tube.

After approximately !■§■ hrs. irradiation^ taps A

and B were closed? the lamp switched off .and Sir
allowed to seep into the system. ....The 'U1 tube uBS,

after defrosting, removed. The contents of the tube

were then investigated by mass spectroscopy.

(b) 'The Spectroscopic Investigation Experiment'

This experiment was designed to investigate

observed changes in the ultra-violet spectra of

poly (styrene-sulphone) films during irradiation.

A poly (styrene-sulphone) film was mounted
>

as shown in Diagram 6 in the silica cell, so called

because the cell windows were made of silica. The

cell was designed such that it could readily fit into

the standard infra red and ultra violet spectrophoto¬

meters.

The cell was placed vertically beneath an ultra¬

violet light source and the film subjected to irradiation

while the cell was swept with dry, oxygen-free nitrogen.

Spectra, both ultra-violet and infra-red, were

recorded before and after varying periods of irradiation.

The silica windows 'cut out' infra red light

below 2000 cm""'". However, no changes were observed

in the infra-red spectra between 4000 and 2000 cm-"'"
over the investigated time scale (around 11 hours),

*

Changes were observed in the ultra-violet.

One particular area of the spectrum was investigated

and plots of 1/Ar (where Ar is equivalent to the amount

reacted) /
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reacted) against l/t (t equals time) were constructed

(Appendix 4). Change in absorption gives a

measure of the amount reacted.

(c) 'The Solubility Experiment'

This experiment was designed to test the

solubility of sulphur-dioxide in a thick polystyrene

film and again the silica cell described in the

previous experiment (above) was used.

The ultra-violet spectrum of the thick polystyrene

film was recorded. The cell was flushed with sulphur

dioxide under high pressure for one minute and the

spectrum recorded again. Finally the spectrum was

recorded after the cell had been allowed to stand for

several days.

(d) 'The Window Experiment'

Film segments of both polystyrene and poly

(styrene-sulphone) were, after five hours irradiation

in the oxygen-uptake apparatus and spectroscopic

examination, left under glass on the window sill for

six months. Spectra were recorded from time to time.

After six months a photograph was taken of these

films with unirradiated films for comparison.

These four experiments ( (a) - (d) above) although

simple provided some insight into the overall

reactions on photolysis and photooxidative degradation

of poly (styrene-sulphone).
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Comparison of the monitored rates of oxygen uptake for

films of poly (styrene-sulphone) and polystyrene of

the same weight, using both absorbents (carbosorb

and silica gel), and temperature 30°C.
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4-D Results and Discussion

(1) Initial Studies

Pilot runs on the oxygen-uptake apparatus were

carried out at 30 ± 0.05°C. This temperature was

chosen on account of its convenience being not only

readily sustained by the thermostatt but also

sufficiently close to a 'normal' situation. Runs

were completed both on polystyrene and poly (styrene-

sulphone) films and, within experimental error, the

rates of oxygen uptake proved to be approximately the

same. These pilot runs were carried out using both

carbosorb and silica gel as adsorbents and were very

much investigations of breakdown initiation reactions,

runs being carried out over five hours. Figure 24

shows the form of typical polystyrene and poly (styrene-

sulphone) runs under these conditions.

The apparent evolution in the initial stages (which

was not measured in'the earlier runs of which Fig. 24 is an

example, but see, for example, Fig. 31) is caused by the

'heating effect', the light incident on the polymer film

causing a localized temperature gradient which in turn

causes a gas expansion in the cell volume and manifests

itself as an apparent gas output before equilibrium is

reached. The sensitivity of the aoparatus is such that
n

this rather small effect (equivalent to approximately 10~
moles of oxygen) is clearly seen. It is recoverable in toto

at the end of the experiment (when the light is switched off)

as the system readjusts to the original equilibrium

position. /
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position.

•The seeming similarity of the polystyrene and poly

(styrene-sulphone) runs was somewhat unexpected as it

had been believed that inclusion of sulphur dioxide

in the polymer chains would result in a substantial

decrease in polymer stability. Using the apparent (see

later) rate of oxygen uptake as a measure of stability

this would not appear to be the case. Moreover the

'VolatilesCollection Experiment' was carried out (see

Section 4-C-7(a) ) and mass spectroscopic examination

of the collected species showed very little evidence

of sulphur dioxide. Hence it appeared that the sur¬

prizing slowness of the oxygen uptake runs was not

explicable in terms of a balance between oxygen uptake

and sulphur dioxide evolution.

Reasons were tentatively advanced to explain

this. Polystyrene itself is known to be unexpectedly

stable and some of the reasons advanced to explain

this effect, (for example, shielding by the large

phenyl groups ^) could equally apply to the

polysulphone. In fact the original assumptions were

to prove wrong.

22) 71 )
Gesner and Kelleher ' in their work on

commercial Polysulphone (Pig. 5) indicated that very

little sulphur dioxide was detected during the long

term photo-ageing of this polymer due to its ability

to act as a hydroperoxide scavenger, see Figure 18.

This effect could account for the apparent absence of

sulphur /
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sulphur dioxide in the 'Volatiles Collection Experiment'.

For interest it is worth noting that the

'Volatiles Collection Experiment' provided further

evidence of the difficulty of removing chloroform

from polymer films when this solvent is used as the

casting medium. Originally chloroform rather than

methylene dichloride was used for this purpose and the-

mass spectroscopic examination revealed a trio of

peaks at 83, 85 and 87 eventually ascribed to the

CHCI2 grouping, chlorine of course showing the two
isotopic forms. No such spurious peaks were detected

using the latter solvent. In fact in this case the

mass spectrum, scanned from 0 to 300, showed no

evidence of any volatile products apart from carbon

dioxide and water. Carbon monoxide, if formed, could

not be readily detected due to masking by a massive

background peak at 28, presumably due to nitrogen.

Pre- and post-oxidation ultra violet absorption

spectra of poly (styrene-sulphone) films showed distinct

change. The 'Spectroscopic Investigation Experiment'

(see Section 4-C-7(b) ) was designed to investigate

this change more fully. Figure 25 shows the way in

which the spectrum of a particular poly (styrene-

sulphone) film varied over 8-g- hours irradiation.

There are two main features which should be noted.

Firstly the appearance of a shoulder above 300 nm on

irradiation which would indicate that after initiation,

degradation should continue as a chromophore capable

of /
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Pre- and Post-Oxidation Ultra Violet Absorption

Spectra of Poly (Styrene-Sulphone)

X



of absorbing low energy ultra violet light quanta is

being formed. Secondly the steady increase in absorption
of the two peaks, one with a maximum around 266 run and

the other around 237 nm, and their gradual merging

into one. These peaks are so strong that a filter .

was required in order to see them. Prom the

literature poly (styrene-sulphone) chains have

sulphinic acid end groupings and, since CgH^SC^H
shows ultra violet absorbtion maxima at 238 nm and 268

gq)
nm , this spectral increase could be due to sulphinic

acid ckromophores being formed during degradation.

Pigure 26 shows a plot of 1/t versus l/Ar (see

Section 4-C-7(b) ) constructed from the spectrum shown

in the previous figure. The first point, taken at

time t = 1 minute, proved unreliable and was dis¬

regarded. This is because one is dealing with a

reciprocal value in which any error in the measurement

of the devisor will be more critical the smaller the

—value that devisor may have. Over the measured

time scale the plot is linear implying the occurrence

of a second order process. This might be accounted

for if the product reacts as a chromophore.

But what exactly is being measured in this

experiment? The answer is the average increase in

the chromophores giving rise to these two peaks by

measurement of the increase in the trough between them

as measured from the spectrum. But what in turn do

the two peaks measure? By analogy with polystyrene

itself /
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Plot of l/t versus l/Ar

-Fig. 26-



itself the peak whose maxima lies around 266 nm is

almost certainly due to pure polystyrene chains, the

increase in absorption during degradation implying the
extrusion of SOg with the formation of further pure
polystyrene chains. From the literature, as

mentioned in Section (2-E-3), there is evidence of the
69)

occurrence of such a process in another system. '

By analogy with the previously mentioned spectrum of

CgH^SOgH the lower peak whose maximum lies around 238
nm is almost certainly due to further formation of a

2 \ 6 71 89 ^
sulphinic acid (or similar) end grouping. '' '

In this experiment, therefore, it is believed

that product formation is being measured, the species

formed being initially present in the polymer matrix

prior to degradation. From Section (4-B) one would

undoubtedly expect pure polystyrene chains to be
2)

initially present and, from Ivin and Rose , equally

one would expect to find evidence of sulphinic acid

end groupings. Thus at this stage it can be tentatively

suggested that the reaction mechanism involves initial

C-S bond cleavage followed by either further depoly-

merization of the formed R-SOg* radical with resultant
sulphur dioxide extrusion or its combination with an

alkyl grouping. In one case this would result in a

continuation of the depolymerization process but in

the other in an effective blocking of that chain.

The proposed mechanism (Fig. 27) will be discussed in

detail at a later stage.

Initiation /
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hv
Initiation R - S02 - R ^ R - S02« + .R

R - S02. R* + SOg
Propagation

R - S02« + R'H ■> R - S02II + R»

Termination R - S02- + R" ■> R - S02 - R"

Pig. 27

This experiment gave rise to two further problems.

Firstly, if sulphur dioxide was extruded why had it

not been detected in the 'Volatiles Collection

Experiment', and secondly, what formed chromophore

was causing the shoulder above 300 run. It has been

suggested that any formed sulphur dioxide was involved
72)

in reaction with hydroperoxides ' but from the last

experiment there was evidence to suggest that sulphur

dioxide was being rapidly formed and, as both the

'Volatiles Collection Experiment' and the 'Spectroscopic

Investigation Experiment' were being carried out in

oxygen-free atmospheres, it seemed unlikely that all

potential sulphur dioxide could be accounted for in

this way. It was then suggested that sulphur dioxide

could dissolve in the polymer, consultation of the
Q *2 N

Polymer Handbook ' indicating that the solubility

coefficient for sulphur dioxide in polychloroprene (the

only available figure) is 18.10 cms (STP) cm atm ,

indicating a very high degree of solubility indeed.

For this reason the 'Solubility Experiment' (Section

4- /
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4-C-7(c) ) was carried, out.

The results of this experiment are shown in

Figure 28 and are self-explanatory. As the sulphur

dioxide was passed through at high pressure the

increase in partial pressure has resulted in the spectrum

of the film immediately after the passage of sulphur

dioxide lying to the right of the pure sulphur dioxide

spectrum. After standing for fii^e days it can "be

seen that far from returning to the initial spectrum,

the film spectrum lies to the right of the original

indicating an overall increase in absorption. Moreover
a shoulder has developed between (300 - 325) nm exactly

as in the previous experiment.

There have been previous references made to the

formation of contact charge transfer complexes.between

hydrocarbons (donor) and oxygen (acceptor) ^9), 50)
and charge transfer complexes between "benzene rings

53)
and oxygen have been proposed by Rabek and Ranby. '

It seems very probable that similar charge transfer

complexes could be formed between hydrocarbons/benzene

rings and sulphur dioxide resulting in the dissolution

of any formed gas into the polymer film. It is

postulated therefore that the shoulder is the result

of a charge transfer complex formed between the

phenyl groupings and sulphur dioxide (Fig. 29).



Ultra Violet Spectra showing the Effect of Sulphur

Dioxide on a thick Polystyrene Film
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-A/vv— CH OH -AAAA-

0

- Fig. 29 -

No changes were detected in the pre- and post-

photooxidised films over five hours using infra red

spectroscopic techniques. Since ultra violet spectro¬

scopy is a very much more powerful tool, this is not

perhaps surprizing. Attempts to use the Base line
90)

Density technique ' to detect build up of, for

example, carbonyl proved unavailing. Figure 30 shows

a typical infra red spectrum of poly (styrene-sulphone)
2)

showing the two peaks indicative of a polysulphone'

This then concludes the first stage of the

photolysis and photooxidative investigations carried

out on poly (styrene-sulphone).

(2) Results obtained using the Apparatus

(a) Introduction

A series of runs was carried out at four different

temperatures (25°C, 30°C, 35°C, 40°C) in the oxygen

uptake apparatus in both oxygen and nitrogen

atmospheres with both silica gel and carbosorb as

adsorbents, neither, or one or other. Carbosorb

consists principally of calcium hydroxide with some

91 ^
potassium and sodium hydroxides ' and should not,

therefore, act as a sulphur dioxide adsorbent. The

film /
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Typical Infra-Red Spectrum of Poly (Styrene-Sulphone)
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film segments used were of approximately the same

weight, around (13-18) mg„ . and thickness approx¬

imately 20/x , and there should have been no

question of diffusion control. The error on

weighings was estimated as ± 0.1 mg«. ,

Figure 31 is a graphical representation of two

typical runs carried out on films of approximately the

same weight with both carbosorb and silica gel as

adsorbents at 25°C but in different gas atmospheres

as shown. The first point on both plots shows an

apparent gas evolution and is caused by the 'heating

effect' (see earlier in this Section). At this

temperature, the oxygen graph shows a steady uptake of

oxygen over the studied time scale corresponding to

2.17/^ conversion (approx.) over five hours on the basis

of one oxygen molecule per monomer repeat unit. This

is a very low percentage conversion indeed and

provides further proof of the sensitivity of the system.

The nitrogen plot, on the other hand, shows a steady

but slow gas evolution. Since carbosorb is being

used this evolution cannot be due to carbon dioxide.

It is highly unlikely that it is due to carbon monoxide

evolution as the most likely route to carbon

monoxide formation is through carbonyl impurities in

the polymer chains and there was no evidence of

this species in the infra red spectra (see, for

example, Fig. 30). It follows that the evolution

must be due to sulphur dioxide, which is in agreement

with earlier stated results.
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Graph showing variation of moles of gas adsorbed or

evolved versus irradiation time for two polymer films

at 25°C with both carbosorb and silica gel as

adsorbents but in different gas atmospheres.

Film weights shown in brackets.



- Fig. 31 -
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Graphical representation of the variation of sulphur
I

dioxide evolution with irradiation time through nitrogen

runs carried out at all four temperatures with both

carbosorb and silica gel present as adsorbents.

* It is not just sulphur dioxide which, it is

believed, is evolved and detected in some of the

nitrogen runs but it certainly appears to be the main

product of degradation. This applies to all

nitrogen runs.
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Graphical representation of the variation of sulphur

dioxide evolution with irradiation time through

nitrogen runs carried out at all four temperattires

with only carbosorb present as adsorbent.
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Graphical representation of the variation of sulphur
i#

dioxide evolution with irradiation time through

nitrogen runs carried out at all four temperatures

with only silica gel present as adsorbent.
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I

Graphical representation of the variation of sulphur

dioxide evolution with irradiation time through

nitrogen runs carried out at all four temperatures

with no adsorbents present.
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(b) The 'Nitrogen Runs'

Figures 32 - 35 (inclusive) show graphical

representations of the 'nitrogen runs' done at

different temperatures with some combination of

adsorbents as shown. No account is taken of film

weight in any of the plots for a reason which will be

explained at a more appropriate time later in this

Section. As can be seen in every graph sulphur dioxide

evolution varies with temperature in the order:-

40°C > 35°C > 30°C > 25°C. Note also the presence of

the 'heating effect' in each run. When the lamp

was switched off the 'heating effect' was recoverable

in total - this applies to every run done on the

apparatus - suggesting that it was the polymer film

transferring its heat to the surroundings which was

responsible for the effect. Work done by Dr. D. A.

Ramsay in these laboratories has shown that this is,
92)

in fact, the case. ' The results of these

experiments are tabulated in Table 5.

It is possible to -write a series of equations,

on the basis that sulphur dioxide, carbon dioxide and

water are the only evolved products during photo-

degradation, which describe the nitrogen runs at all

temperatures, (Fig. 36). It is then possible to

measure .the component rates of the evolution process

separately (i.e. ng0^, rco , rR Q ) using 36 - (i)
to 36 - (iii) and, through the no adsorbents runs,

to have a check between the experimentally determined

rtotal /
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Table 5

Adsorbents T 1/T Rate S02 Log (Rate

used ( K) ( K~1xl04) Evolution

(Moles Min~^"xlO^)
so2 Evolut;

Silica Gel

/Carbosorb
313 31.95 4.2 -19.28

Carbosorb 313 31.95 7.15 -18.75

Silica Gel 313 31.95 3.9 -19.35

None 313 31.95 7.1 -18.76

Silica Gel

/Carbosorb
308 32.47 2.75 -19.71

Carbosorb 308 32.47 3.65 -19.42

Silica Gel 308 32.47 1.5 -20.30

None 308 32.47 3.55 -19.45

Silica Gel

/Carbosorb
303 • oo 0.7 -21.08

Carbosorb 303 33.00 2.1 -19.96

Silica Gel 303 33.00 -0.09 -

None 303 33.00 1.9 -20.08

Silica Gel

/Carbosorb
298 33.56 0.4 -21.62

Carbosorb 298 33.56 1.1 -20.59

Silica Gel 298 33.56 -0.4 -

None 298 33.56 1.5 -20.33
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r, , for these runs (where r. . - is the totaltotal total

observed rate of gas evolution) and the theoretically

expected value through these calculated component

rates.

With both adsorbents

present

With carbosorb only

With silica gel only

With no adsorbents

present

rmeas. rS0, 36-(i)

rmeas. ~ rS02 + rH20 .. 36-(ii)
rmeas. ~ rS02 + IC02 .. 36-(iii)

?meas. ~ rS02 + rC02 + rH20

■so.

lH20
?C0o

.... 36-(iv)

where

"meas.
the total measured rate of evolution for

that run

the rate of sulphur dioxide evolution

the rate of water evolution

the rate of carbon dioxide evolution

Pig. 36 -

Before this is done however, two points should

be noted. Firstly the nitrogen used in these

experiments was not dried prior to entering the system

as an attempt was to be made to investigate, through

these runs, the effect the presence of water had on

the degradation process. This will be discussed later.

Secondly, /
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Secondly, as has been stated previously, film

weight was not taken into consideration. A series of

nitrogen runs had been completed on films of

markedly different weights at 25°C with carbosorb

only present as adsorbent. The results are shown in

the following table (Table 6) and show that certainly

as far as sulphur dioxide evolution is concerned this

shows no dependence on film weight.

Table 6

Film Weight Rate of SOg Evolution
—1 9(mg) (moles min xlO )

18.5 + I—1«I—1

11.5 + 1.3

32.5 + 1.2

79.4 + 1,1

Prom Figure 25, which is a typical U.V. spectrum of

the sulphone, it can be seen that over the investigated

time scale (approximately 11 hours in the case of the

1Volatiles Collection Experiment' to which this

spectrum applies) the transmittance at 313 nm, which

is the dominant degrading wavelength under pyrex (see

Appendix 2 and reference 92), has varied from 70$ to

35(approx.) which means that the experiment is being

carried out under close to total absorption conditions.

This fact, coupled with the lack of weight dependence

on the rate of sulphur dioxide evolution, implies that

sulphur /
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Table7

Temperature (K)

XS0,

(molesmin
-1

XC0,

(molesmin
-1

h2o

(molesmin

total(calc) (molesmin^
rtotal(expt.)

, ,.-1(molesmm

x109)x109)
x109)

x109
)

x109)

313

4.2-0.2

2.95

7.15

7.1

]

308

2.75-1.25
0.9

3.65

3.55

H O

-£»

303

0.7-0.7

1.4

2.1

1.9

1

298

0.7-0.8

0.7

1.1

1.5

where rso2=
rate

of

sulphurdioxideevolutionfromequation
36-(i)

rco2=
rate

of

carbondioxideevolutionfromequations
36-(iii)

and36■
-(i)

rH;?0=
rate

of

waterevolutionfrom
equations36-(ii)
and36-
(i)

rtotal
(calc)

=

thecalculatedvalue
fortotalmeasured

evolution
withno
adsorbents

present=r+̂
rH20

rtotal
(expt.
)=

theexperimentalvaluefortotalmeasuredevolutionfrom
the'noadsorbents'



sulphur dioxide evolution is limited to the polymer

film surface.

Again this point will be reconsidered later but

certainly as far as the next table, Table 7, which

tabulates the component rates for the degradation

process at different temperatures as calculated from

Figures 32 - 35, is concerned, film weight is not taken

into consideration.

In Table 7 it should be noted that the calculated

rtotal is no'fc in "tlie sum °£ ihree component
rates but the sum of rSQ + rp q only* This value
shows a remarkable similarity with the experimental

values of r, , , as determined from the 'no
xo oal

adsorbents' runs.

The Arrhenius equation (4-3), one of the most

important equations in kinetic studies, states that :

k = A exp (-Ea/RT)
.... (4-3)

or logek = loge A - Eq/RT
(where

k = reaction rate constant

A = the pre-exponentia'l factor, a constant term

= the activation energy for the reaction

R = the Universal Gas Constant

T = the absolute temperature )

provided the activation energy ana A are not temperature

dependent over the investigated temperature range.

Hence plots of logek versus l/T should be linear as
has in fact been found for a large number of experimentally

/ determined /
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determined rate constants.

Table 5 tabulates the information, obtained from

the graphs represented in Figures 32 - 35 (inclusive),

on the rate of sulphur dioxide evolution during the

♦nitrogen runs'. Figure 37 shows the effect of plotting

the natural logarithm of the experimentally determined

rates of sulphur dioxide evolution versus the reciprocal

of the absolute temperature. No account, as stated

previously, was taken of film weight in the figures

which, although the weights were of the same order of

magnitude, were by no manner of means the same.

As can be seen from Figure 37 the data obtained

from the no adsorbents and carbosorb only runs

apparently lie (within experimental error) on one line.

Now what is being measured in this graph is not logQ
of the reaction rate constant but logg of the reaction
rate expressed as rate of sulphur dioxide evolution.

Thus for the carbosorb only/no adsorbents lines the

following equation can be written (4-4) :

d [S02] /dt = k» (4-4)

where k' is a constant term : i.e. the reaction rate

expressed as rate of sulphur dioxide evolution is zero

order with respect to sulphur dioxide evolution when

water is present in the degradation atmosphere.

It is believed that the rate of sulphur dioxide evolution

is thus dependent on the 'available' concentration of

S02 linkages on the surface of the polymer film, a
constant term (4-5).

d /
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Arrhenius Plot for the Nitrogen Runs
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- Pig. 37 -
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a [so2l /at = k C-so2-l
= k' 0 • • 0 (4-5)

Prom both the Arrhenius aata ana Table 7, the

same resultant rates of gas evolution are obtainea from

the carbosorb only an! from the no absorbents run.

i.e. Using the terminology in Figure 36

which wouia imply that no carbon bioxibe is evolve!.

Certainljr unber the state! experimental conbitions

using low energy ultra violet light it is bifficuit to

see how carbon bioxibe might be formeb. The fact

that the rates of gas evolution obtaineb from the

both absorbents runs at bifferent temperatures are

consistently smaller than those obtaineb for the no

absorbents/carbosorb only runs inbicates that either

water is a begrabation probuct or that the presence

of water encourages gas evolution.

One further point must be mabe about the carbosorb

only/no absorbents line. The 298 K, no absorbents

point shows some beviation from the propose! line.

It is believe! that this is bue to thermostatt fluctuations,

it being more bifficuit to sustain a steaby temperature

when the bath is working close to room temperature

(i.e. at 298''K) than at higher temperatures (e.g. 313* K).

On Figure 37 a propose! both absorbents/silica

gel only line has been brawn. This is obviously not

so /

rS02 + rH20 rS02 + rH20 + rC02
carbosorb only no absorbents
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so feasible but, it is believed, not entirely

improbable. A comparison of Figures 32 and 34 with

Figures 33 and 35 will indicate that at the two lower

temperatures very small changes indeed were being

detected in the both adsorbents and the silica gel

only cases and it is proposed this effect coupled with

temperature fluctuations were sufficient to make these'

lower temperature measurements unreliable. Ignoring

the two lowest temperature silica gel only points it

is possible to draw a line through the remaining six

but how reliable this is, is debatable. Certainly

the line shown is the best fit straight line but it

could have been wished that more time had been

available to more fully investigate this. Thus one

can infer from Figure 37 that when water is present

more sulphur dioxide is evolved, as reflected in the

Eg values (see graph). The question is, 'Why?'.
Poly (styrene-sulphone) film photodegradation is

believed, as has in part been illustrated earlier, to

be initiated by the cleavage of a C-S bond on the poly¬

mer film surface (at least during the initial stages)

followed by the production of some radicals and

sulphur dioxide (Fig. 27). It is this sulphur dioxide

which is evolved and is then detected and measured by

the apparatus.

It is known that sulphur dioxide does adsorb

light with A > 300 nm (see Chapter 2) and it is

proposed that excited sulphur dioxide can initiate

further /
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further degradation through reaction with the polymer

film (4-6), for example through a change-transfer

type complex such as that illustrated in Figure 29).

S0o + hv> > S0o *2 2 (4-6)

S02 * + RH > HS02* + R*

If this occurred the sulphur dioxide would not, of

course, be evolved and detected. It is therefore

proposed that water quenches excited sulphur dioxide

in which case reactions such as that in equation (4-6)

above will not occur to such an extent depending on

the efficiency of quenching^and hence the unquenched
sulphur dioxide will be evolved and detected in the

usual manner. Water is known to be extremely
93 )

efficient in destroying singlet oxygen ' and the

energy of singlet sulphur dioxide is much the same.

The lifetime of singlet oxygen is approximately 2yxsec
water.

r

In all the 'nitrogen runs', a factor of 10~

moles of sulphur dioxide is being evolved over the

five hour irradiation period. In an average 18 mg

_5
polymer film, 3.2 x 10 moles of S02 linkage would
be available. Thus (0-6)^ (approx.) of the available

sulphur dioxide is being evolved, most in the 40°C,
carbosorb only run and least (virtually none) in the

25°C, silica gel only run.
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Graphical representation of the variation of pressure

in the apparatus with irradiation time through oxygen

runs carried out at 40°G, 35^0, 25°C with both carbosorb

and silica gel present as adsorbents. (Runs

normalized to 15 mg)
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Graphical representation of the variation of pressure

in the apparatus with irradiation time through oxygen

runs carried out at 40°C, 35°C, 25°C with only carbosorb

present as adsorbent. (Runs normalized to 15 mgD -,
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Graphical representation of the variation of pressure

in the apparatus with irradiation time through oxygen

runs carried out at 40°C, 35°C, 25°C with silica gel

only present as adsorbent. (Runs normalized to

15 mg)c ',
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Graphical representation of the variation of pressure

in the apparatus with irradiation time through oxygen

runs carried out at 40°C, 35°C, 25°C with no

adsorbents present. (Normalized to 15 mg} .



 



TableQ

AdsorbentsUsed
Temper¬
AmountS02
Apparentrateof

ature

evolved

oxygenuptake

(°c)

(Moles.300 mins-1xlO^)
(Moles.300 min_1xl07)

SilicaGel/Carbosorb
40°C

-12.60

-3.80

**Carbosorbonly

40°C

-21.5

-13.80

SilicaGelonly

40°C

-11.8

-0.25

**Noadsorbents

40°C

-21.4

o

1—1

•

o

i—i

I

SilicaGel/Carbosorb
35°C

-8.85

-1.15

**Carbosorbonly

35°0

-11.00

-7.30

SilicaGelonly

35°C

-4.5

+7.9

**Noadsorbents

35°C

-10.65

-3.75

SilicaGel/Carbosorb
25°C

-1.2

+5.15

**Carbosorbonly

25°C

-3.4

+0.45

SilicaGelonly

25°C

0

+4.5

**Noadsorbents

25°0

-4.4

+1.40

*BaseRepeat
UnitC

8H8(SO2)0>21
**Represents

(Moles.300 —17
minxlO) 8.80 7.70 11.55 11.3 7.70 3.7 3.2.5 6.90 6.35 3.85 4.5 5.8'

$conversion *(perbase repeatunit) 0.7$ 0.6$ 0.9$ 0.9$ 0.6$ 0.3$ 0.98$ 0.54$ 0.5$ 0.3$ 0.35$ 0.45$



(c ) The 'Oxygen Runs'

Figures 38-41 (inclusive) show graphical

representations of the 'oxygen runs' carried out at

three different temperatures with some combination of

adsorbents as shown. The 30°C runs are not

included as they were carried out on a polymer with a

different sulphur dioxide content. All runs are

normalized to an average polymer film weight of 15 mgs

Table 8 tabulates the results of the 'nitrogen'

and 'oxygen runs', corrects the apparent oxygen uptake

allowing for sulphur dioxide evolution and finally

calculates the percentage conversion per base repeat

unit on the basis of one mole of oxygen molecules

reacting with one mole of base repeat units. 15 mgs.

of polymer film were calculated as containing 12.77x10

moles base repeat units. As can be seen all

percentage conversions were of much the same order of

magnitude lying between (0.3 - 0.9)$ when calculated

on this basis.

An attempt has been made in Table 8 to tabulate

the results in a valid manner while compensating for

sulphur dioxide evolution. Because the percentage

conversions eventually calculated do have much the

same order of magnitude it is difficult to draw valid

conclusions from these results. There is, however,

no doubt that using this scheme of calculation more

oxygen is taken up at higher temperature.

As with the nitrogen runs a series of equation

can /
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can be written to describe what is expected to be

measured in these reactions (Fig. 42).

With both adsorbents

rmeas= rS02(u) " r02 * 42"(i)present

With carbosorb only rmeas = rSo2(q) + - rQ.. 42-(ii)
With silica gel only rmeas = rg^^ + - rQ.-.42-(iii)
With no adsorbents

present rmeas = + r°°2 +
- r^ ... 42-(iv)'2

where

the terminology is as in Figure 36 apart from:-

q = quenched

u = unquenched

rn = the rate of oxygen uptake
2

- Fig. 42 -

It is very difficult to see any pattern emerging

from the results. Attempts to treat the results

making use of equations 42-(i) to 42-(iv) (inclusive)

as was done for the nitrogen runs proved unavailing

as did any attempt at an Arrhenius plot. This was

not entirely unexpected. (It cannot be assumed

that rA is a constant term under the various reaction
2

conditions.) Apart from the complication of quenched/

unquenched evolved sulphur dioxide there is the added

complication of film weight. Whether oxygen uptake

is mainly confined to the film surface (as this is

where /
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where the initial bond cleavage is occurring)^ or whether

it is a bulk process,or a mixture of both is by no

means clear^ working from the results obtained for these
runs during the initial stages of photodegradation.

Sulphur dioxide evolution appears in nitrogen to be

limited to the film surface but there is no evidence

to substantiate this under oxygen on the basis of

these experiments. Oxygen is bound to be a

complicating factor.

It should be possible on the basis of the equations

in Figure 42 to determine whether or not carbon

dioxide is a product of photooxidative degradation.

Using the carbosorb only and no adsorbents runs

results (i.e. 42-(iv) - 42-(ii) ), results were

obtained as shown in Table 9.

Table 9

Temperature

(v K)

313

308

298

These results which take account of film weight indicate

that carbon dioxide is an evolved product in an oxygen

atmosphere. There is a possibility that it is not

carbon dioxide but a mixture of both carbon

monoxide and carbon dioxide which is evolved and detected.

The Window Experiment (see later) was to show a build

up /
- 118 -

rco2
(moles.300 min^xlO^)

3.7

3.65

0.97



up of carbonyl groupings on the long term photooxidative

degradation of poly (styrene-sulphone) which by analogy

with the photooxidative degradation of the poly ketones
61) 64) wou]_£ lead to the evolution of carbon

monoxide.

An attempt to duplicate the results shown in

Table 9 using the both adsorbents and silica gel only

runs (i.e. 42-(iii) - 42-(i.) proved unavailing.

In this connection it is worth studying Figure 40.

Apart from this figure, the other three graphical

representations of the oxygen runs (i.e. Figs. 38, 39,

41) show the same order in terms of rate of apparent

oxygen uptake,

i.e. r4o°c > r35°C ^ r25°G

In Figure 40 the order of the rates of 35°C and 25°C
are reversed.

The sulphur dioxide evolved in the silica gel

only (and in the both adsorbents) runs will be

unquenched. This will lead to greater production of

alkyl (and other) radicals on the film surface (4-6)

which in turn will lead to peroxides and hydroperoxide

formation by the standard mechanisms. However,
71)

hydroperoxides react with sulphur dioxide ' which

will lead to less sulphur dioxide formation and in

turn less hydroperoxide formation through that route.

When silica gel only is present carbon dioxide will

also be an evolved product. It is believed that these

complications /
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complications can, at least in part, explain the

discrepancies in the both adsorbents/silica gel only

runs and their seeming unreliability as regards finding

any pattern in their behaviour.

On the basis of the results to date it is very

difficult to make any further statements describing

the mechanism of photooxidative degradation of

poly (styrene-sulphone). It must be assumed that

the mechanism follows the 'standard' path, i.e.

radical production followed by the production of per¬

oxides and hydroperoxides leading to degradation

(Fig. 5). Initiation of photooxidative degradation

must occur through cleavage of a G-S bond, this being

the most likely trap for an incident light quantum

(Fig. 43).

R-S02-R' ^R-SO*-R' [R-S°2..R3Caf^ R-S02- + .R'

peroxides/hydro- (-
0,

I
peroxides

degradation

T
peroxides/hydro- <-

peroxides

0,

R'+SO,

hv>

0,

peroxides/

hydroperoxides

I
degradation

quenching(bulk)

SO* +Ho0 quenchl>ng SOo+HoO'2 2

(surface )
2 2

RH
•Y

R* + HS02*
I
H/alkyl abstraction etc.

- Fig. 43 -
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(3) Long Term Photoageing - The Window Experiment

The 'Window Experiment' was carried out as

described in Section (4-7-(a) ) to compare very simply

the rates of photochemical breakdown of polystyrene

and poly (styrene-sulphone) on long term photoageing.

The results of the experiment are shown in the photo¬

graph below (Pig. 44). V and X are post- and pre-

- Pig. 44 -

exposure films of poly (styrene-sulphone): W and Y

are post- and pre-exposure films of polystyrene itself.

As can be seen, film V is distinctly yellow as compared

to the other three indicating the rapidity of degradation

of poly (styrene-sulphone) on exposure to ultra-violet

light. /



light. Film W was also very slightly yellowed hut

this does not show clearly on the photograph. From

this experiment it could very simply he concluded

that poly (styrene-sulphone) degrades much more rapidly

than polystyrene itself.

Figure 4 5 shows the infra-red spectrum of the

poly (styrene-sulphone) film obtained after the six

month period of the 'Window Experiment'.

Comparison with Figure 30 shows virtually no difference

although from the film appearance extensive degradation

had occurred. The overall structure of the polymer

has not fundamentally altered.

Two peaks should he noted. Firstly there is a

peak at 3650 cm"''' (approx.). This must he due to

•free' hydroxyl and indeed there is substantial

evidence of hydroxyl groupings in this region of the

spectrum. Secondly there is a peak at 1670 cm""".
This must he due to carbonyl groupings which have been

formed, as expected, after extensive photooxidative

degradation. The long term photooxidative degradation

of poly (styrene-sulphone) is therefore postulated as

involving the formation of alcohols and carhonyls.
94)

A recent paper by Southwell-Keely et al '

describes a potential mechanism in the selenoxide

inhibition of the hydroperoxide oxidation of disul-

phides. if Such a mechanism is applied andiapplicable
to the work described in this thesis would lead to the

formation of hydroxyl groupings, i.e. alcohols and

water, during photooxidative degradation (Fig. 46).
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Infra-Red Spectrum of Poly (Styrene-Sulphone) obtained

after 'The Window Experiment'.

4000 3500 3000 2500 2000 1800cm-1

1800 1600 1400 1200 1000 800 625
cm"1

- Pig. 45 -
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There has also been a little evidence for carbon

dioxide formation during the short terra photooxidative

degradation of poly (styrene-sulphone) (see earlier).

The Southwell-Keely mechanism (Pig. 46) may well provide

a potential route to carbon dioxide formation (Pig. 47)

through carbonyls. In nitrogen the concentration of

0 0
// r\ //

r _ 0 - 0 t 'c > R - 0 '0 - C1-J \ I
H H R H H

V \ /
0 0.
\

0 — R
'0 - R J

Vs

0

//
0 = c

+

R*

- Pig. 4 7-

hydroperoxides will be very small indeed and hence no

carbon dioxide formation is detected. In an oxygen

atmosphere peroxides and hydroperoxides will be formed

and hence some evidence of carbon dioxide-as a degradation

product /
- 12 4 _



product would be expected as has in fact been found.

Carbon monoxide would be formed through the route as

-i i + 61) - 64)
m polyketones. '

(4) Concluding Remarks

Poly (styrene-sulphone) photodegrades both in

the presence and absence of oxygen with sulphur dioxide

evolution as was originally expected by analogy with

polyketones. The mechanism describing the initiation

of photodegradation is very much more complex than

was originally expected but would appear to involve

initial C-S bond cleavage , followed by radical

production.

Although the mechanism of photodegradation in a

nitrogen atmosphere appears fairly straight forward,

the mechanism under oxygen is by no means clear.

Prom here the next step to clarify the position must

undoubtedly be a series of runs carried out under

oxygen on films of exactly the same weight and thickness

in an attempt to tie down the component rates in the

photooxidative degradation of the polymer.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX 1

To show that in the viscosity studies of Rabek and
5 3)

Ranby ' much more light was adsorbed by the solvent

molecules (benzene) than by the polystyrene itself,

Let PS represent polystyrene and B represent benzene.

The solutions used were of concentration 0.8g (PS)/

100 mis (B) i.e. 8g(PS)/litre (B)

For benzene at 25°C
• The density of the liquid is 0.8740 (approx.)

.'.The actual weight of benzene in a litre is 874g.

By Beer's Lav/

lo6l0 Io/lt " £01

where I is the light incident on a sample,

1^ is the light transmitted by the sample,
£, is the extinction coefficient of the sample,

C is the concentration of the sample,

1 is the length of the cell path.

Thus for benzene l°gpQ I0/lt= ^B^B^B = ^B* 874/78. ig
for polystyrene log1Q I0/It= SpsCPS1PS = £pS'8/104« 1B
and log1Q It /j^ B = £BcB1B/^psGps1ps

Under the specific experimental conditions i.e. irradiation-

by 280 nm ultra-violet light

B /
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& p — £pg (approx.) and lg — Ipg •

.'.log Q It PS/ B = (£2i) x (^i)10 x it 78 8

i.e. The amount of light transnitted by polystyrene

molecules is very much greater than that

transmitted by the benzene molecules,

i.e. Much more light is adsorbed by the benzene

molecules Q.E.D.

APPENDIX 2

Proof of the mathematical viability of Solomon and
RO ^

Ciuta's equation '

[%\= J2~V sp - In^rel .... (1)

rel = 1 + ^sp

.'.In^rel = In (1 +^sp)
= ^SP - i^Sp2 + i^Sp3 - ....

At low concentration further terms in the expansion

are neglibible.

• V/^sp - In^ rel = /'^ sp - ^sp + i^sp2 - i^sp3
^SP J ¥ - i ^sp '

If equation (1) above is correct then:

1/^3 = ^sp/c /IT sp
As c—^0 ^sp = ('^rel - 1) *0

[*l'J-t^Sv/c
i.e. = lim (|^p/c) Q.E.D.

c 0
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APPENDIX 3

Energy Distribution in a Medium Pressure Arc

(Reference 34, p. 696)

Wavelength
o

(A)

13673

11287

10140

5770-5790

5461

4358

4045-4078

3650-3663

3341

3126-3132

3022-3028

2967

2894

2804

2753

2700

2652-2655

2571

2537

2482

2400

2380

2360

2320

2224

Energy of Band

w

15.3

12.6

40.6

76.5

93.0

77.5

42.2

100.0

9.3

49.9

23.9

16.6

6.0

9.3

2.7

4.0

15.3

6.0

16.6 (reversed radiation)

8.6

7.3

8.6

6.0

8.0

14.0

Region of Pyrex

cut-off
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APPENDIX 4

Second Order Kinetics

For a second order reaction

I „ i - kt
A. A ~
t o

where A^ is the amount of reactant at time t = t
A is the amount of reactant at time t = 0

o

t is time.

Let Ar "be the amount reacted

•'• At = Ao ~ Ar

1/ 1 - kt• • (A0 " Ar) Aq ~

• Ao2 ' A°Ar
. 1_

Ar kt

A 2/ A _ 1
/ Ar 0 kt

• •

0 0
1- I
Ar t

and, of course, change in absorption gives some

measure of amount reacted.

Note however

In the spectrum investigated we are dealing with

second order product formation where the product

obeying second order kinetics is present before

photodegradation is initiated. Sign alteration to

allow for this would result in the same conclusion.
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